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Executive summary 

 
Quality control during the construction process is one of the determining factors that governs 
the service life of an asphalt road. In the CONSISTEND project a predictive tool is developed 
that objectively determines the effect of quality control during the construction processes 
(transport, laying and compaction) on the service life of asphalt roads. This report describes 
the development of the predictive tool. 
 
The tool can objectively determine the effect of quality control during the construction 
processes on the service life of pavements. The tool provides insight in the construction 
parameters that govern the service life of pavements, and predicts the service life of the 
road. The tool is based on expert opinions. The result of the model is the life span of the road 
(top layer) formulated within a probabilistic context.  
 
The basis of the tool is a linear regression model. The variables in this model are defined 
through probability density functions. The tool is in principle generic with project independent 
variables. To be able to use the tool for a specific situation (e.g. specific type of asphalt in a 
specific country), probability density functions for these project independent variables have to 
be composed by the use of expert opinions and all parameters have to be tuned for the 
specific situation. After that the tool is ready to be used to calculate the life span of asphalt.  
 
To calculate the life span of asphalt with the tool the project dependent variables have to be 
used. These variables describe the project value of degradation factors. In a project two 
phases are distinguished to be used in the tool: 
a. During contract phase (before construction) 

The user is asked to enter an estimation of the mean project value of the degradation 
factor into the model. Additionally, the user is asked to indicate from a drop-down list 
which quality control method will be used during the construction process. Each quality 
control method is associated to a value for the standard deviation around the estimated 
mean value the user entered to the model. 

b. After construction 
The user is asked to enter information from the applied quality control methods 
information into the model (mean value and standard deviation). This defines the 
probability distribution for each of the degradation factors. 

After testing of the tool in practical cases, the conclusion is that the high number of 
degradation factors, combined with the relative limited bandwidth between minimum and 
maximum lifespan of the asphalt road defined by the experts, causes the effect of change in 
the mean value of the degradation factors on the lifespan to be small. The effect of the 
standard deviation accompanying this mean value (the influence of the applied quality control 
methods) is even smaller. 
 
Nevertheless with the tool it seems to be possible to calculate the life span of asphalt. To 
improve the results, the number of degradation factors and the interdependency between 
them need to be reduced. Furthermore with the reduced number of degradation factors the 
expert opinions need to be updated.  
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Quality Control in construction of asphalt roads 

Quality control during the construction process is, next to road design and material selection, 
an important factor that determines the performance of an asphalt road with respect to 
service life. A longer functional life of a road has an enormous impact on the carbon footprint 
of that road because it minimizes the use of materials and energy during the life cycle. The 
road construction sector faces a number of changes that have an impact on quality control. 
 
Firstly, under the impact of new types of contracts like Design, Build, Finance and Maintain 
(DBFM), the responsibility for quality control moves from road owner to contractors. These 
types of contracts have changed the quality control from a check made by the client to 
ensure work was realized according to specifications, to a quality system installed by a 
contractor to minimize financial risks during the project. As a result of this different 
perspective, investment in advanced techniques for quality control have now become 
rewarding for contractors. 
 
Secondly, the workforce of construction companies is changing more rapidly, people change 
jobs, companies are taken over, etc. Subsequently road construction teams are subjected to 
frequent changes, which reduce the total knowledge of the team and the transfer of this 
knowledge. As the construction quality of asphalt roads is largely dependent on the empirical 
experience of the construction workers, this lack of continuity has a negative effect on the 
service life and performance of a road. 
 
Finally, there are new technologies that have become available over the past decades that 
can take quality control to a whole new level. With the help of these technologies, a wide 
selection of parameters can now be monitored during construction in real time. For example, 
with the use of infrared sensors the temperature of the whole asphalt surface can be 
monitored just after the screed; through GPS the number of roller passes can 
be monitored at each location; and the foreman can obtain accurate information about the 
location and expected arrival time of asphalt trucks, the possibilities are endless. 
 
If quality control is brought to the next level, it is possible to create a population of roads with 
a longer and much more predictable average service life. However, at this time an important 
challenge is the limited knowledge available on the influence of the individual construction 
parameters on the service life of pavements, which makes it difficult to quantify the absolute 
increase in service life. If it is possible to quantify the additional service life obtained by 
installing quality control methods, this will not only be an incentive for contractors to use 
these methods, but also assist with the planning and management of future maintenance 
interventions. Additionally, when the influence of the individual construction parameters on 
the service life of pavements is known, quality control can be focused on controlling these 
parameters. 
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1.2 Aim of the project 

In the CONSISTEND project, a tool is developed to assess the impact of the quality of the 
construction process on the performance of pavements and the implementation of this tool in 
the tender process is developed. It is an explicit choice of the CONSISTEND consortium to 
develop both the tool and the implementation of the tool in the tender process, as these 
deliverables are mutually dependent.  
 
The tool developed in this project will objectively determine the effect of quality control during 
the construction processes on the service life of pavements. The tool provides insight in the 
construction parameters that govern the service life of pavements, and predicts the service 
life of the road.   
 
The qualitative information on lifespan resulting from the tool provides both mean values of 
lifespan, as well as standard deviations accompanying these mean values. When 
appropriate quality control methods are implemented, both an increase in mean value of the 
lifespan as well as a decrease in the standard deviation (uncertainty) around this mean value 
is expected. A schematic representation of this expectation is given in Figure 1. 
 

 

Figure 1:  Change in lifespan when using or  
not using specific quality control methods 

 
Using the insights provided by the tool, contractors and road authorities will be able to build a 
business case or asses proposals in a Most Economic Attractive Tender (MEAT) 
assessment process. To urge this development and to accelerate the process of lifecycle 
analysis of a road becoming common practice, the implementation of the tool in a MEAT 
tender process is elaborated in the project. 
 

1.3 Overview of the project 

To reach the aims as described in the previous paragraph, different Work packages are 
described in the project plan of the project. A schematic overview of the Work packages and 
their relations is given in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2:  Overview of the project 

 
Work package 1 provides the degradation factors related to the quality of the construction 
process that influence the lifespan of the pavement. Also, Work package 1 provides expert 
opinions on expected lifespan of the asphalt road for different values of the degradation 
factors.  
 
Work package 3 provides information on the available quality control methods and gives a 
selection of the methods influencing the degradation factors applicable to the project and 
model. Work package 2 combines the information from Work package 1 and Work package 3 
to develop the model. Output from Work package 2 is the expected lifespan, which will be 
used as input for the implementation in tenders in Work package 4. 
 

1.4 Work package 2 

The tool to assess the impact of the quality of the construction process on the performance 
of the pavement is developed in Work package 2. This report describes the tool, the model 
used as a basis for the tool, the boundary conditions of the model and the tool and the way 
data obtained from other Work packages is handled to feed into the model.  
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2 Prediction model 

2.1 Service life prediction models 

Many studies on service life and service life prediction have been conducted over the past 
decades. A considerable amount of information has been contributed through CIB working 
commission W080, for example Report 295 [1] and Report 294 [2] of this commission, 
providing a guide through service life prediction and a report on performance-based methods 
for service life prediction respectively. 
 
In Report 294 [2] three different levels of complexity of service life prediction models have 
been described:  

1. Research methods, also referred to as Scientific methods, using a probabilistic 
approach; 

2. Simple estimation methods, using a deterministic approach; 
3. Engineering methods, combining Simple estimation methods with Scientific methods. 

As the requirements of the engineering method as given in Report 294 [2] fit the objectives of 
the CONSISTEND project, the engineering method is used: 

1. The method is (for engineers) easy to understand 
2. The method is easy and swift to apply 
3. The results are (for the given simplifications) realistic 

Report 294 [2] does not provide a ready-to-use service life prediction model using the 
engineering approach, but proposes a general principal to find and test a model. The first 
step in this approach is to establish an equation. For the CONSISTEND project, this is 
described in Section 2.2.  
 
Subsequently, data is gathered to describe the parameters in the equation. This data is used 
to represent each parameter as a probability density function. All input needed to describe 
the parameters of the model is gathered in Work package 1 and Work package 3. Chapter 3 
describes how the data gathered in these Work packages is interpreted and processed to 
determine representative probability density distributions. 
 
The final steps in this approach are to perform service life calculations and review the results. 
In the CONSISTEND project this step is used to tune the model to the lifespan expectations 
given by the experts, which is described in chapter 4.  

2.2 Model choice 

The proposed model is a linear regression model:       

� = 	���� − 	
���� − �,�����
���

��/� + �� (1) 

The model describes the degradation of a single degradation mechanism related to a 
function of the pavement for a given material. 
 
The lifespan L represents the total period of time the degradation mechanism described by 
the model needs to degrade from a state of no degradation to a state the pavement no 
longer can fulfil its function. As the variables in the equation are stochastic of nature, the 
lifespan is formulated within a probabilistic context. 
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Aopt is the lifespan of the degradation mechanism in the case where all considered 
degradation factors are of optimal value or in optimal condition. The optimal value or 
condition of the degradation factors is represented by xi,opt  and the actual value or condition 
of a degradation factor is represented by xi. When the actual value or condition of a 
degradation factor (xi) is equal to the optimal value or condition (xi,opt ), no reduction is applied 
to the lifespan of the degradation mechanism (Aopt). When the actual value or condition of a 
degradation factor (xi) is different from the optimal value or condition (xi,opt ), a reduction is 
applied to the lifespan of the degradation mechanism: the lifespan reduces. The significance 
of this reduction is dependent on Ai. The effect of the reduction is dampened by the 
parameter w. The value of Ai  and xi,opt  is different for each degradation factor. 
 
Note that optimal values or conditions are not always equal to highest values or conditions. 
For example the temperature of the material during compaction has a certain optimal value 
and both values lower as well as values higher than this optimal value will result in a 
reduction of lifespan. 
 
The model will not be perfect. There might be degradation factors not accounted for. Also, 
linearity is assumed where nonlinearities might play a role as well as there might be 
parameters now treaded as independent which could be interlinked. Therefore a modelling 
error is introduced explicitly in equation 1. This error term is modelled to be unbiased (mean 
zero) with a standard deviation S. Variable S is also treated as a model coefficient combined 
with u, which stands for a standard normal variable. 

2.3 Future possibilities of the model  

The developed model, as presented in Section 2.2, adequately fulfils the purpose of the 
model in the CONSISTEND project. Nevertheless, the model also has additional possibilities 
for future development.  

2.3.1 Describing degradation over time 
Equation 1 gives the total lifespan of a degradation mechanism, predicting the total time to 
degrade from a state of no degradation to a state the pavement no longer can fulfil its 
function. Equation 1 doesn’t give information on the degradation process over time.  
 
Figure 3 from Report 295 [1] gives various hypothetical performance over time functions. 
This is a simplified impression of the functions, as in reality they are accompanied by an 
uncertainty range.  

 
Figure 3 : Hypothetical performance over time functions, source [1] 
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A future possibility of the model introduced in Section 2.2, but at this point not necessary for 
the CONSISTEND project, is to describe the performance of the pavement over time, using 
for example a progressive degradation function over time such as: 
 � = ����� ��� ! "#          (2) 

 
Where D is the predicted level of degradation after time t, Dcrit is the degradation criterion, 
and a and c are constants dependent on the degradation mechanism and established using 
expert opinions. Depending on the value of c, the speed of degradation can either increase in 
time, decrease in time or be constant in time. An example of a possible shape of this 
degradation over time function is given in Figure 4 (top). To show the relation between this 
degradation function and the performance functions in Figure 3, a mirrored version of the 
degradation function is also represented in Figure 4 (bottom). 
 

 

                          

 

Figure 4:  Example of degradation over time (top) and relation 
with performance over time (bottom) 
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2.3.2 Updating the model 
The model described in equation 1 is a prediction model. In the CONSISTEND project, the 
values for Aopt and Ai are established using expert opinions (see Section 3.2). S is the 
variation in lifespan, based on the values of Aopt and Ai, that cannot be explained by other 
parameters of the model. 
 
 

 

Figure 5: Schematic representation of model structure, combining the 
prediction model used in CONSISTEND with an observation model 

 
 
Over time, more and more actual data on the degradation of pavements in practice can 
become available. When the quality of the construction process is captured in the 
degradation factors used in the model and the degradation levels of the pavement in practice 
is recorded at several moments in time, this information can be used to update the model. 
This information gathered from the actual performance of the pavement can improve the 
parameters Aopt , Ai and S. Based on the observed degradation  level  (Dobs) at the registered 
time (tobs) for a section of road for which the quality of the construction process has been 
recorded the values of Aopt , Ai and S can be updated. This is visualised in Figure 5. The 
‘Observation model’ in Figure 5 relates the observed degradation data with the lifetime 
prediction by making use of corresponding degradation functions, like for example equation 
2.  
 
Bayesian statistics can be used to perform the updates of Aopt , Ai and S. By updating these 
values with the help of observed degradation levels over time, the model is capable to 
estimate the lifespan more properly.  The principles of these statistics have been captured in 
Figure 6. The figure illustrates that an a-priori probability density distribution, based on 
incomplete knowledge (basically expert judgement and literature data), can be updated 
based on new measurements or observations (measurements and inspection data in 
practice). This results in an a-posteriori probability density distribution, reflecting the most up-
to-date knowledge on the model parameters. 
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Figure 6 : Schematic representation of Bayesian statistics 
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3 Model input  

As the project focusses on the impact of the quality of the construction process on the 
lifespan of the pavement, this is also the focus of the model. This for example means no 
other degradation factors are taken into account than the degradation factors occurring 
during the construction process. These and other boundary condition  in terms of materials, 
function, degradation mechanism and degradation factors are presented  in Section 3.1. 
Given these boundary conditions, the variables of the model have to be defined. Within the 
model, two types of variables can be distinguished: 

- Non-project dependent variables, these are described in Section 3.2. 
- Project dependent variables, these are described in Section 3.3. 

3.1 Boundary conditions 

General information representing the boundary conditions of the model are gathered in Work 
package 1, Deliverable 1.1a. As boundary conditions are specific per country, three versions 
of the model have been developed:  

1. UK and Ireland 
2. Slovenia  
3. Netherlands 

This also means the model for the Netherlands is not applicable in another country, where 
other boundary conditions would apply. 

3.1.1 Materials 
The following materials have been taken into account in the models for the different 
countries: 

o UK and Ireland: HRA 35/14 F surf 40/60 
o Slovenia: AC 11 surf B 50/70 
o Netherlands: ZOAB+ (deel 7) 

3.1.2 Functional requirement 
Several functions of the road have been acknowledged in Deliverable 1.1a. The models for 
all countries govern the total functionality of the road, not one specific function. 

3.1.3 Degradation mechanism 
The following degradation mechanisms have been taken into account in the models for the 
different countries: 

o UK, Ireland and Slovenia: Several degradation mechanisms have been 
acknowledged in Deliverable 1.1a. No specific degradation mechanism is 
modelled. 

o Netherlands: ravelling/fretting 
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3.1.4 Degradation factors 
The degradation factors taken into account in the model are slightly different from the list of 
degradation factors resulting from the questionnaire of Work package 1. Additional 
information on the differences with Work package 1 can be found in annex A. The following 
degradation factors have been taken into account in the models for each of the countries, 
given the different phases of a project: 

 
During contract phase: 
1. Temperature of material – during transport 
2. Temperature of material – during laying 
3. Temperature of material – during compaction 
4. Weather – Ambient temperature – during transport 
5. Weather – Wind speed – during transport 
6. Weather – Ambient temperature – during laying 
7. Weather – Rainfall – during laying 
8. Weather – Wind speed– during laying 
9. Weather – Ambient temperature – during compaction 
10. Weather – Rainfall – during compaction 
11. Compaction – Void content – during compaction 
12. Compaction – Number of roller passes – during compaction 
13. Equipment – during transport 
14. Equipment – during laying 
15. Equipment – during compaction 
16. Workmanship – during transport 
17. Workmanship – during laying 
18. Workmanship – during compaction 
19. Travel time and delays – Haulage time from plant – during transport 
20. Travel time and delays – Queue to offload (time delay on site) – during laying 
21. Travel time and delays – Waiting at paver for next load – during construction 
22. Joints – Construction – during laying 
23. Joints – Number of joints – during laying 
24. Interlayer bond – Amount – during laying 

 
After construction: 
1. Temperature of material – during transport 
2. Temperature of material – during laying 
3. Temperature of material – during compaction 
4. Weather – Ambient temperature – during transport 
5. Weather – Wind speed – during transport 
6. Weather – Ambient temperature – during laying 
7. Weather – Rainfall – during laying 
8. Weather – Wind speed– during laying 
9. Weather – Ambient temperature – during compaction 
10. Weather – Rainfall – during compaction 
11. Compaction – Void content – during compaction 
12. Compaction – Number of roller passes – during compaction 
13. Equipment – during transport 
14. Equipment – during laying 
15. Equipment – during compaction 
16. Workmanship – during transport 
17. Workmanship – during laying 
18. Workmanship – during compaction 
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19. Travel time and delays – Haulage time from plant – during transport 
20. Travel time and delays – Paver stops 
21. Travel time and delays – waiting at paver for next load – during construction 
22. Joints – Construction – during laying 
23. Joints – Number of joints – during laying 
24. Interlayer bond – Amount – during laying 

The greyed out lines for numbers 4, 16 and 23 of both series, are degradation factors that in 
the course of the project have become unnecessary and will not be taken into account by the 
model. However, as the model was already finished when these insights became available, 
the numbering of the original list was kept. The greyed out line for number 21 of the ‘after 
construction’ series, is a degradation factor that in the course of the project has become 
unnecessary in the ‘after construction’ lifespan prediction. Line number 20 of the ‘after 
construction’ series, is greyed out as it is different from the original degradation factor 20. It 
contains a new degradation factor, concerning paver stops. As there is no expert opinion 
available on this question, the degradation factor is not taken into account in the calculation 
of the lifespan 

3.2 Non-project dependent model variables 

The model variables Aopt, Ai and xopt are non-project dependent. The definition of these 
variables is based on expert opinions and can’t be altered by the user of the model. The 
expert opinions that are used to compose the probability density distributions for these 
variables are gathered in the deliverable of Work Package 1, report 1.1b. 
 
For the purpose of calculating the probability density distributions of the given expert opinion 
on the variables Aopt, Ai and xopt, the questionnaires are imported into Matlab. As the imported 
questionnaires are used in calculations, the questionnaires need to be free of comments 
from the experts accompanying their answers or non-exact answers such as <10. This 
requires some preparations: all questionnaires have been reviewed and adjusted where 
necessary. One of the adjustments made, is to change all unanswered questions or non-
usable answers into the number ‘999999’. Once the questionnaires are imported in Matlab, it 
is programmed the number to disregard the number ‘999999’  This is done to avoid possible 
misperception of reading an empty cell as a ‘0’ value into Matlab, which can’t be disregarded 
as it is the actual answer of experts to some of the questions and which would unintentionally 
be disturbing the calculation of the probability density distributions. 
 
To keep clear sight of all preparations made to the questionnaires, the adjusted answers 
have been marked yellow. Both an overview of all adjustments and the adjusted 
questionnaires are added in annex B to D. 

3.2.1 Optimal value of degradation factors (xi,opt) 
The probability density distributions of parameter xi,opt is based on the experts opinions in the 
columns ‘Optimum’, ‘Minimum’ and ‘Maximum’ of the questionnaire.  
 
The questions asked in the questionnaire can be divided into two groups: 

- open questions, where the expert is free to give any answer and; 
- pre-defined questions, where usually three predefined answers have been given by 

the creators of the questionnaire (Work package 1). 
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Open questions 
All the answers to the open questions are used to define normally distributed probability 
density distributions for the degradation factors, defined by a mean value and a standard 
deviation. The characteristics of these deviations are given in columns 3 and 4 of Table 3-2 
to Table 3-4. 
 
Notice most of the distributions given in Table 3-4 have a standard deviation of 0. This is due 
to the fact that also these answers where predefined by the Slovenian partner in the project, 
based on Slovenian technical specifications for public roads. As some of the experts made 
small changes in these predefinitions, some parameters have a standard deviation larger 
than zero.  
 
Pre-defined questions 
For the pre-defined questions, the answers are given in words. Each answer is represented 
by a number for further calculation. All ‘Minimum’ answers are represented by 1, all 
‘Optimum’ answers are represented by 2, all ‘Maximum’ answers are represented by 3. The 
standard deviation is set to be zero for all pre-defined questions. For example: 
 
Equipment – during compaction: 
75% of rollers are lightweight rollers   -> 75% * 1 = 0,75 
10% of rollers are commonly used rollers  -> 10% * 2 = 0,20 
15% of rollers are rollers with IR and/or GPS -> 15% * 3 = 0,45 
  Taken into account in calculation:     µ = 1,40 
             st.dev. = 0,96 

3.2.2 Lifespan under optimal conditions (Aopt) 
The lifespan under optimal conditions is based on the experts answer to the question 
‘Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years)’ at the beginning of the questionnaire. It is a 
parameter that is related to the considered function. It assumes all degradation factors are of 
optimum value. This parameter can be described by a normal distribution with a mean value 
and standard deviation. For the different countries and their corresponding materials and 
degradation mechanism, the results are given in Table 3-1. 

Table 3-1:  Expert opinion on lifespan in optimal conditions 

 
 

3.2.3 Change in lifespan (Ai) 
This parameter reflects the influence of the change of the value of a degradation factor 
(actual value compared to optimal value) on the lifespan of the pavement. The probability 
density distributions of these parameters is based on the experts opinions in the columns 
‘Change in lifespan for minimum (years)’ and ‘Change in lifespan for maximum (years)’ of the 
questionnaire. As the mean and standard deviation of the answers to the minimum question 
are found to be quite different from the mean and standard deviation of the maximum 
questions, it is decided to separately process and apply the probability density distributions 
for both situations.  
 

country mean lifespan (optimal cond.) standard dev (optimal cond.)

[years] [years]

UK and Ireland 26,21 7,01

Netherlands 18,11 2,42

Slovenia 21,60 7,77
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Parameter Ai,1 is described by a normal distribution with mean and standard deviation given 
in columns 5 and 6 of Table 3-2 to Table 3-4, and applies in case the (mean of the) actual 
value of the degradation factor is smaller than or equal to the (mean of the) optimum value of 
that same degradation factor (e.g. µ(x6) ≤ µ(x6,opt)).  
 
Parameter Ai,2 is also described as a normal distribution with mean and standard deviation, 
given in columns 7 and 8 of Table 3-2 to Table 3-4, and applies in case the (mean of the) 
actual value of the degradation factor is greater than the (mean of the) optimum value of that 
same degradation factor (e.g. x6 > µ(x6,opt)).  

3.2.4 Additional standard deviation of lifespan (S) 
S is the standard deviation of the lifespan L, which cannot be represented by other variables 
and u is the standard normal distributed variable. An a priori distribution for parameter S is 
chosen defined by a minimum and maximum value, which is (arbitrarily) chosen to be 0,001 
and 5 and a probability density proportional to the reciprocal value of S. The standard normal 
variable u can be used in an (Bayesian) updating process for quantifying the likelihood of 
observations given values the model parameters A and S. 
 

Table 3-2:  Expert opinions UK and Ireland 

 
 

country degradation_factor  x_i_opt x_i_opt_st A_i_1 A_i_1_st A_i_2 A_i_2_st

UK & Ireland temp/trans 169.64 12.63 -0.09 0.10 -0.15 0.20

UK & Ireland temp/laying 158.85 16.60 -0.12 0.09 -0.06 0.16

UK & Ireland temp/comp 133.85 15.16 -0.11 0.09 0.00 0.06

UK & Ireland weather/temp_trans 18.85 2.19 -0.17 0.13 0.00 0.00

UK & Ireland weather/wind_laying 2.92 4.50 0.00 0.00 -0.17 0.10

UK & Ireland weather/temp_laying 18.85 2.19 -0.19 0.11 -0.01 0.04

UK & Ireland weather/rain_laying 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -5.22 3.90

UK & Ireland weather/wind_comp 2.92 4.50 0.00 0.00 -0.19 0.11

UK & Ireland weather/temp_comp 18.85 2.19 -0.20 0.12 -0.01 0.04

UK & Ireland weather/rain_comp 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -5.38 4.07

UK & Ireland compaction/void 0.03 0.01 -55.19 88.46 -104.55 143.00

UK & Ireland compaction/nr 5.75 1.71 -1.13 0.18 -0.54 0.29

UK & Ireland equip/trans 3.00 0.00 -3.87 2.42 0.20 0.63

UK & Ireland equip/laying 3.00 0.00 -3.33 4.31 1.38 1.58

UK & Ireland equip/comp 3.00 0.00 -4.48 4.26 1.44 1.51

UK & Ireland workman/trans 3.00 0.00 -1.60 2.02 0.17 0.58

UK & Ireland workman/laying 3.00 0.00 -7.69 6.45 0.92 1.56

UK & Ireland workman/comp 3.00 0.00 -7.44 6.32 0.92 1.56

UK & Ireland travel/trans 44.17 28.99 0.00 0.01 -0.02 0.01

UK & Ireland travel/laying 14.58 14.37 0.00 0.00 -0.03 0.04

UK & Ireland travel/comp 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.23 0.30

UK & Ireland joints/constr 3.00 0.00 -6.02 3.43 2.56 2.03

UK & Ireland joints/nr 3.00 0.00 -1.74 2.26 -1.32 1.53

UK & Ireland interlayer/amount 0.31 0.06 -19.05 13.97 1.40 4.40
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Table 3-3:  Expert opinions Netherlands 

 
 

Table 3-4:  Expert opinions Slovenia 

 
 

country degradation_factor  x_i_opt x_i_opt_st A_i_1 A_i_1_st A_i_2 A_i_2_st

Netherlands temp/trans 156.67 4.08 -0.04 0.05 -0.09 0.08

Netherlands temp/laying 148.89 6.98 -0.07 0.07 -0.04 0.09

Netherlands temp/comp 132.50 13.79 -0.08 0.09 -0.01 0.10

Netherlands weather/temp_trans 21.60 3.58 -0.09 0.08 0.00 0.00

Netherlands weather/wind_laying 3.23 4.37 0.11 0.19 -0.22 0.20

Netherlands weather/temp_laying 21.60 3.58 -0.10 0.08 0.00 0.00

Netherlands weather/rain_laying 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -2.19 1.96

Netherlands weather/wind_comp 3.23 4.37 0.11 0.19 -0.29 0.37

Netherlands weather/temp_comp 21.60 3.58 -0.14 0.09 -0.10 0.17

Netherlands weather/rain_comp 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -2.21 1.47

Netherlands compaction/void 0.20 0.01 -0.05 73.14 -23.81 51.41

Netherlands compaction/nr 6.51 1.87 -0.53 0.44 -0.36 0.51

Netherlands equip/trans 3.00 0.00 -2.88 1.36 1.13 0.83

Netherlands equip/laying 3.00 0.00 -1.25 1.49 1.38 0.92

Netherlands equip/comp 3.00 0.00 -1.38 1.51 1.88 0.83

Netherlands workman/trans 3.00 0.00 -1.63 1.60 0.50 0.76

Netherlands workman/laying 3.00 0.00 -2.63 1.51 1.50 0.53

Netherlands workman/comp 3.00 0.00 -3.13 2.36 1.63 0.74

Netherlands travel/trans 38.11 28.85 0.03 0.03 -0.02 0.01

Netherlands travel/laying 20.00 14.14 0.00 0.02 -0.02 0.01

Netherlands travel/comp 1.88 3.72 0.05 0.07 -0.10 0.07

Netherlands joints/constr 3.00 0.00 -3.63 2.39 1.75 1.04

Netherlands joints/nr 3.00 0.00 -0.11 1.69 -0.10 1.83

Netherlands interlayer/amount 0.32 0.04 -13.23 9.98 7.08 7.00

country degradation_factor  x_i_opt x_i_opt_st A_i_1 A_i_1_st A_i_2 A_i_2_st

Slovenia temp/trans 167.00 4.47 -0.14 0.10 -0.16 0.07

Slovenia temp/laying 166.00 2.24 -0.15 0.08 -0.20 0.10

Slovenia temp/comp 165.00 0.00 -0.15 0.09 -0.12 0.07

Slovenia weather/temp_trans 25.00 0.00 -0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00

Slovenia weather/wind_laying 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.04 0.02

Slovenia weather/temp_laying 25.00 0.00 -0.06 0.05 -0.07 0.07

Slovenia weather/rain_laying 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -4.10 2.22

Slovenia weather/wind_comp 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.07 0.02

Slovenia weather/temp_comp 25.00 0.00 -0.10 0.04 0.00 0.00

Slovenia weather/rain_comp 3.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -2.70 0.97

Slovenia compaction/void 4.50 0.00 -0.32 0.41 -0.77 0.75

Slovenia compaction/nr 6.00 0.00 -0.75 0.18 -0.16 0.09

Slovenia equip/trans 3.00 0.00 -2.20 0.76 1.05 0.45

Slovenia equip/laying 3.00 0.00 -2.00 0.94 1.30 0.27

Slovenia equip/comp 3.00 0.00 -4.30 2.97 1.30 0.27

Slovenia workman/trans 3.00 0.00 -0.85 0.14 0.70 0.54

Slovenia workman/laying 3.00 0.00 -2.80 1.10 1.40 0.55

Slovenia workman/comp 3.00 0.00 -2.80 1.10 1.40 0.55

Slovenia travel/trans 36.00 13.42 0.00 0.00 -0.05 0.01

Slovenia travel/laying 11.00 2.24 0.09 0.08 -0.03 0.01

Slovenia travel/comp 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.15 0.10

Slovenia joints/constr 3.00 0.00 -2.90 1.47 0.70 0.97

Slovenia joints/nr 3.00 0.00 -2.80 1.43 -4.50 3.14

Slovenia interlayer/amount 0.40 0.00 -8.50 1.37 17.50 9.84
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3.3 Project dependent model variables 

3.3.1 Project value of degradation factors (xi) 
As this is the only project dependent variable, the impact of quality control of the construction 
process on the lifespan of the pavement is incorporated in this variable. 
 
The variable represents the project value of the degradation factor, defined by a probability 
density distribution. The definition of this probability density distribution can be based on 
information received from quality control methods. For further evaluation of this principle, 
distinction has been made between two phases of the project: 

c. during contract phase 
d. after construction 

 
During contract phase 
During the contract phase, no actual measurements are available that can help define the 
probability distributions of project values of the degradation factors. The user is asked to 
enter an estimation of the mean project value of the degradation factor into the model. 
Additionally, the user is asked to indicate which quality control method will be used during the 
construction process. 
 
Each quality control method has an associated default standard deviation around the 
estimated mean value the user entered to the model. Further information about the quality 
control methods can be found in Section 3.3.2. 
 
After construction  
After construction of the road, information from the applied quality control methods is 
available. The user is asked to enter this information into the model (mean value and 
standard deviation). This defines the probability distribution for each of the degradation 
factors, e.g. temperature during compaction. 
 
Exceptions 
There are two anticipated exceptions to the definition of the project value of the degradation 
factors as described above: 

1. After construction – not measured 
Possibly, for some of the degradation factors, there is no data available after 
construction to define the probability distribution, as the required data was not 
measured. In this case the user is asked to enter the estimation of the mean value of 
the degradation factor and the accompanying quality control method, just like ‘during 
contract phase’.  

2. Predefined degradation factors 
Resulting from the questionnaire, some of the degradation factors have predefined 
options. For the predefined degradation factors, the options are given in words. The 
user is asked to indicate the percentage of the total project that matches the 
descriptions. Each answer is represented by a number for further calculation. All 
‘Minimum’ answers are represented by 1, all ‘Optimum’ answers are represented by 
2, all ‘Maximum’ answers are represented by 3. The mean value and standard 
deviation are calculated based on the percentages entered by the user, see also 
section 3.2.1. 
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3.3.2 Quality Control methods (std(xi))  
The quality control methods relevant to the model are presented by Work Package 3, 
Deliverable 3.1, Section 7. As stated in this deliverable, the work on the implementation of 
the quality control methods and the further refinement of the associated values was still in 
progress at the time Deliverable 3.1 was completed. The final implementation of the quality 
control methods, i.e. defining the standard deviation accompanying the mean value of the 
degradation factors, is described in Section 3.3.1.  
 
A proposal for the maximum values of deviation associated with the different quality control 
methods is suggested by the CONSISTEND project team and is represented in annex E. 
These values are based on the project team experience. To derive a standard deviation from 
these values, they are considered to represent the 5% lower boundary and 95% upper 
boundary of a normal distribution. The standard deviation is arrived by dividing the numbers 
represented in annex E by 1,64. 
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4 Review model output 

The results of the model are the different values of lifespan (L) given different project values 
of the degradation factors (xi). The lifespan (L) is defined by several parameters described by 
probability distributions (see equation (1)). The calculation method chosen in this project to 
determine the value of the lifespan (L) is Monte Carlo analysis. As this method is based on 
drawing random values of the probability distribution from the different parameters defining L, 
the result of the calculation (the value of L) might marginally differ each time the calculation is 
performed.   
 
The result of the model is tuned to the maximum and minimum lifespan as provided by the 
experts in the first questions at the top of the questionnaire. 

4.1 Optimal lifespan 

A first check is performed using the optimal lifespan. When all project values of the 
degradation factors (xi) are chosen to be equal to the mean value of the distribution of the 
optimal value of each degradation factor (µ(xi,opt)), the lifespan reaches approximately the 
mean value of the expert opinion on maximum lifespan. The approximation of the mean 
value of the expert opinion (and not exact arriving to this mean value) is caused by the Monte 
Carlo analysis, as explained in the Section above. 
 
This check is completed successfully for the three versions of the model (UK & Ireland, 
Netherlands and Slovenia). The resulting lifespans (L) are in line with the optimal lifespan as 
resulting from the expert opinions. 

4.2 Tuning 

Secondly, the model is tuned. The tuning is necessary to ensure the model returns results 
that are within the boundaries the experts have indicated as minimum and maximum 
lifespan. The tuning is applied through the factor 1/w in the model. This factor dampens the 
effect of non-optimal project values of the degradation factors. 
 
The value of the factor w is chosen based on the results of the lifespan calculations 
performed using project values of the degradation factors that result in the maximum 
reduction in lifespan. For some degradation factors this means the minimum value or 
condition for this degradation factor is used, for others this means the maximum value or 
condition is used. The choice of minimum or maximum value or conditions is based on the 
maximum of Ai,1 and Ai,2. An overview of the minimum and optimum values the models are 
tuned to can be found in annex F. The values for w for the three models can be found in 
Table 4-1. 
 

Table 4-1: Values for factor w for the three versions of the model 

 

country w

[-]

UK and Ireland 4

Netherlands 4

Slovenia 4
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4.3 General impression on the performance of the tool 

Anticipating on the use of the tool in the demonstration projects (Work package 4), and 
considering the results of the calculations performed in order to test and tune the model as 
described in the previous sections, a general impression on the performance of the tool has 
developed during the completion of the programming of the model.  
 
When all project values of the degradation factors (xi) are chosen to be equal to the mean 
value of the distribution of the optimal value of each degradation factor (µ(xi,opt)), the mean 
value of the lifespan prediction reaches approximately the mean value of the expert opinion 
on maximum lifespan. This is as anticipated and expected. Also, when the project values of 
the degradation factors (xi) are chosen to be non-optimal or when the standard deviation 
accompanying the project value of the degradation factors is changed, the model responds 
by changing the mean value of the lifespan prediction to a smaller value. This is also as 
anticipated and expected. 
 
However, the calculated change in mean value of the lifespan prediction is relatively small, 
and smaller than expected by the experts in the CONSISTEND project team. The limited 
response of the model to change in project values of the degradation factors, can be 
explained by the summation of the influence of the degradation factors in the model 
(�∑ ��,��� − �,�������� �) in combination with the relative high number of degradation factors.  
The summation used in the model indicates that the sum of maximum changes in value of 
each degradation value, is at most equal to the difference between optimal and minimum 
lifespan as defined by the experts. Within this boundary, the effect of change in value of the 
individual degradation factors is modelled relative to each other.  
 
To increase the response of the model in response to a change in values of the degradation 
factors, significantly less degradation factors should be defined in the next version of the tool. 
Also, it can be considered if the summation of influence of the degradation factors is desired 
considering the discussions on normative degradation factors during the project. 
 
A more extensive insight in the performance of the tool is provided through the use of the tool 
in demonstration projects and implementation of the tool in the procurement process in 
deliverable 4 by Work package 4.  
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5 The tool 

The kernel of the probabilistic model itself is programmed in Matlab and deployed as an 
executable without the need for users to have Matlab installed on their computer. An Excel1 
file functions as a user interface from where the executable of the Matlab model can be ran. 
In the Excel file a sheet is prepared for the user to enter the project values of the degradation 
factors. On a second sheet the results of the calculation are presented. Additionally, there 
are some hidden worksheets were the project values of the degradation factors are prepared 
for the Matlab executable to be able to perform the calculation. The content of the Excel file 
is explained in Section 5.1. The probabilistic methods and detailed choices concerning the 
model as programmed in Matlab, are described in Section 5.2.  

5.1 Excel 

The excel file consists of six worksheets. Two of the worksheets function as a user interface 
and are visible for the user. Four additional worksheets are not visible for the user. These 
contain information and calculations that support the visible worksheets. 

5.1.1 User interface 
The two worksheets visible to the user can be considered the user interface of the tool. 
 
User input 
On this worksheet the user can enter all the project values of the degradation factors. 
All cells containing blue text can be changed by the user. More information on the use of the 
tool can be found in the manual, attached in annex F. An example of the input sheet can be 
found in Figure 7.  
 
Output 
On this worksheet the user can find the results of a calculation. The mean value of the 
calculated lifespan is displayed along with the uncertainty around this mean value, 
represented by the 20% and 80% certainty values of the distribution. More information on the 
results of the tool can be found in the manual, in annex G. An example of the output sheet 
can be found in Figure 8. 
 

                                                
1 Excel 2010 is used for creating the tool, originally 32-bit version, a 64 bit implementation is also been 
made available. Running of the tool on other platforms than Windows is not checked. 
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Figure 7 : Example of user input worksheet in tool  

 

 

Figure 8 : Example of output of the tool 
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5.1.2 Supporting worksheets (hidden) 
Four worksheets are not visible for the user and contain information and calculations that 
support the visible worksheets. 
 
Project input Matlab 
In this worksheet, all project values of the degradation factors are arranged in the required 
input format that corresponds with the input format Matlab expects. 
 
Project output Matlab 
In this worksheet, the output Matlab generates is returned to Excel 
 
Options user input – Netherlands 
In this worksheet, all minimum, optimum and maximum values resulting from the expert 
opinions are collected. These values are used to establish the boundaries the model is 
developed for. If the user enters a value outside these boundaries in the ‘user input’ 
worksheet, a warning message is displayed stating that a value between a certain minimum 
and maximum value is expected. It is up to the user to take action on this warning. The 
boundaries are not a restriction for calculation, so when a value outside the boundaries is 
entered, the tool still calculates. 
For the predefined degradation methods, the options/ possible answers are collected in this 
worksheet. The dropdown menus in the ‘user input’ worksheet refer to these lists. 
 
QC methods 
In this worksheet all quality control methods are listed with their associated maximum 
deviation. A copy of these lists can be found in annex E. 

5.2 Matlab  

5.2.1 Probabilistic methods 
All variables of equation 1 are defined as normally distributed probability distributions. These 
stochastic variables are processed in the Matlab model using a Monte Carlo approach. 
 
The Matlab code is deployed into an executable which, when installed with the Matlab 
runtime library, can be assessed from within excel by a button enabled VB-macro. 
As the executable reinitializes its random generator to the same values each time it is called, 
a rerun with the same input values will result in exactly the same output. This is different from 
when the tool is used by Matlab directly: a calculation in Matlab (not the executable) will give 
a slightly different answer every run, as explained in chapter 4. 

5.2.2 Detailing the model 
Equation 1 is modelled in Matlab. Given the definition of the variables, there were two 
reasons to bring further detail to the model: 

1. The experts answers on the change in lifespan for values of the degradation factor 
less than optimum was very different from their answers to the change in lifespan for 
values of the degradation factor more than optimum.  

2. For the open questions, both xi and xi,opt are stochastic variables, defined by a mean 
value and a standard deviation. For the predefined questions, xi,opt has a deterministic 
value. For this reason these two types of degradation factors are treated differently in 
the model. 
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For open questions, this resulted in a change of equation 1 to: 

� =
%&
'
&(���� − 	
��,��� − �,�����

���
��/� + ��

���� − 	
��,)��,��� − ���
���

��/� + ��
 

if µ(xi) ≤ µ(xi,opt),  
for all samples 

if µ(xi) > µ(xi,opt), 
for all samples 

(2) 

 
For predefined questions, this resulted in a change of equation 1 to: 
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for each sample j, 
with (xi,j) ≤ (xi,opt) 

for each sample j, 
with (xi,j) > (xi,opt) 

(3) 
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6 Conclusions and recommendations 

6.1 Conclusions 

A model is formulated to predict the lifespan of an asphalt road. Based on expert opinions all 
variables in this model are defined. An Excel sheet functions as a tool or user interface for 
the model. 
 
The model responds to non-optimal values of the degradation factors, and to change in the 
standard deviation accompanying the values of the degradation factors. When all project 
values of the degradation factors are appointed the optimal value, the lifespan reaches 
approximately the mean value of the expert opinion on maximum lifespan. This is as 
expected and as anticipated. When the degradation factors are appointed non-optimal values 
or their standard deviation is changed, the lifespan is reduced accordingly. This is as 
expected and as anticipated. 
 
Twenty-four degradation factors are defined and are used in the calculations. This high 
number of degradation factors, combined with the relative limited bandwidth between 
minimum and maximum lifespan of the asphalt road defined by the experts, causes the effect 
of change in the mean value of the degradation factors on the lifespan to be small. The effect 
of the standard deviation accompanying this mean value (the quality control methods) is 
even smaller. Consequently the effect described in Figure 1 is difficult to observe. 
 
Combining the fact that the model calculates a reduction in lifespan for non-optimal 
circumstances with the insight on the origin of the limited extent of this reduction effect, the 
model is considered to have potential. Section 6.2 gives recommendations to further improve 
the model. 

6.2 Recommendations 

In this report, the development of a tool to assess the impact of the quality of the construction 
process on the performance of pavements is described. In Work package 4, the use and 
benefit of the tool will be demonstrated in pilot studies and also guidelines for possible 
implementation in the tender process will be provided. Recommendations for the use and 
implementation of the tool will be described in the deliverable of Work package 4.  

Additionally, the development and first testing of the tool have already resulted in a series of 
recommendations. These recommendations are described in section 6.2.1 to6.2.4. 

6.2.1 Recommendations concerning the model 
- The limited response of the model to changing project values of the degradation 

factors, can be explained by the relative high number of degradation factors. To 
increase the response of the model in response to a change in values of the 
degradation factors, significantly less degradation factors should be defined in the 
next version of the tool. 

- In Section 2.3 additional possibilities of the model are mentioned. These possibilities 
can be considered when developing a next version of the model and tool. 

- For the current version of the model, the aim of the model is to give insight in the 
increase in lifespan when using quality control methods. However, only expert 
opinions on change in lifespan caused by change in the value of the degradation 
factor are collected. In preparation of a next version of the model, also expert 
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opinions on change in lifespan given the use of different quality control methods can 
be collected. 

- Given the result of the expert opinions on the increase in lifespan that can be 
accomplished by the use of quality control methods, it should be considered if the 
indirect influence of quality control (through standard deviation on the value of the 
degradation factors) can correctly represent this increase.  

- In a next version of the model, it should be considered that the quality control 
methods actually have two benefits: 

• They make it possible to improve the quality of the construction process and 
therefore the quality of the asphalt. 

• They make the contractor aware of the optimal conditions for construction and 
make the contractor aim for these optimal conditions where possible. 

6.2.2 Recommendations concerning degradation factors 
- During the project, insight is gained on correlation between degradation factors: the 

value of a degradation factor can only be evaluated in relation to the value of other 
degradation factors. For example, the use of light weight rollers can be either perfect 
or deficient, given the value of other degradation factors. These correlations need 
further study and the results can be incorporated in the next version of the 
questionnaire and tool.  

- During the project insight is gained on the weather related degradation factors. The 
‘during laying’ and ‘during compaction’ situation of these degradation factors will not 
differ much. The ‘during laying’ and ‘during compaction’ factors can possibly be 
combined. 

- During the project, insight as to the necessity and redundancy of some of the 
degradation factors has further developed. Degradation factors have been altered, 
omitted and others added. Also, the description of some of the degradation factors 
turned out to be unclear or insufficient. Combining this with the limited response of 
the model due to the large number of degradation factors, careful consideration 
should be given to the degradation factors to be included in the next version of the 
model.  

6.2.3 Concerning variable definition 
- The degradation factor on paver stops in the after construction phase should be 

defined using expert opinion in a next version of the model. 
- The information concerning the length of the section, required in section 2.1 of the 

tool, should be included in the calculations in a next version of the model. 
- Weather is incorporated in the tool as a degradation factor. Also, some of the 

standard deviations related to the quality control methods are defined based on the 
weather (outside temperature). This gives weather influence on the predicted lifespan 
both directly (as a degradation factor) as well as indirectly (by influencing the 
definition of standard deviation of some of the other degradation factors). When 
redefining the degradation factors, it should be considered if this is either taking into 
account the effect of weather twice, or if it is a correct way to model the correlation 
between weather and some of the other degradation factors. 

- It can be considered to predefine weather for the use of the tool in the contract phase. 
The weather in seasons or months can be predefined and the user only has to 
choose between winter/spring/summer/autumn or the months of the years. 

- All probability distributions describing the degradation factors (both expert opinions as 
well as project values) are assumed to be normally distributed. Given a new set of 
degradation factors in a next version of the model, this should be reevaluated.  
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- When a shorter and adjusted list of degradation factors is available, the expert 
opinions related to these factors have to be collected. 

- In the definition of the quality control methods, various subjective terms are used, like 
‘best achievable compaction’ or ‘standard practise’. These should be defined so they 
can be objectively determined. 

- During the definition of the quality control methods, there was much discussion on the 
fact that some of the quality control methods are actually measuring methods that 
require additional (correct) actions to control the quality of the asphalt being laid. In a 
next version of the model, the terminology ‘quality control methods’ can be 
reconsidered. 

- In the current version of the tool, it is only possible to select one quality control 
method per heading in the tool. In can be considered to make it possible to select 
multiple quality control methods in a next version of the tool. When doing so, it should 
be considered how the tool will calculate with this information: will it only take into 
account the ‘worst’ quality control method, or will the standard deviation of the 
degradation factor be calculated taking into account the standard deviation 
accompanying the different quality control methods used? 

6.2.4 In relation to Deliverable 3.1 
- Rate of application of bond coat is monitored by computer controlled spraying 

equipment. Many of these trucks already have GPS equipment on board. It would 
seem like a logical step to link the recorded rate of application of bond coat with GPS 
coordinates. 

- Parameters which could be considered for inclusion in future versions of the 
Consistend model: 

a. Layer thickness 
b. Grade and slope 
c. Segregation of aggregate 

- There is brief discussion in Deliverable 3.1 of quality control methods which are under 
development. If these methods become more prevalent, they may need to be 
included in a future version of the model. The methods discussed include: 

a. Vibration-dampening systems in trucks to reduce aggregate segregation. 
b. Half-shell shaped transport channel around the auger to stop aggregate 

segregation. 
c. Passive transponders which measure temperature within the asphalt layer. 
d. Low cost expendable RFID tags to track the spatial location of truckloads of 

asphalt. 
- There is limited information available in the literature which quantifies the effect of 

quality control measures on the variability of construction parameters. Field tests or 
experiments could be used to get more detailed information on how advanced quality 
control methods affect the construction parameters. This could also be done in 
collaboration with other projects mentioned in Deliverable 3.1, e.g. ASPARi or FHWA 
projects. 
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Annex A: Degradation factors compared to Work packa ge 1 
 

The questionnaire resulting from Work package 1 contained 24 questions. As a basis, these 
questions are the degradation factors that are used to build the tool. However, during the 
project new insights have become available. This has two effects: 

• Several questions have become unnecessary, 
• Distinction between ‘during contract phase’ and ‘after construction’ has been 

made. 

This results in two series of degradation factors, each valid in their own phase of a project, 
and similar for all countries. These series of degradation factors are given in Section 3.1.4.  
 
The greyed out lines for numbers 4, 16 and 23 of both series, are degradation factors that 
have become unnecessary and will not be taken into account by the model. However, as the 
model was already finished when these insights became available, the numbering of the 
original list was kept. 
 
The greyed out line for number 21 of the ‘after construction’ series, is a degradation factor 
that has become unnecessary in the ‘after construction’ lifespan prediction.  
 
Line number 20 of the ‘after construction’ series, is different from the original degradation 
factor 20. It contains a new degradation factor, concerning paver stops. The question is 
formulated and present in the tool described in Section 5.1. However, as there is no expert 
opinion available on this question, the degradation factor is not taken into account in the 
calculation of the lifespan as described in Section 5.2. For this reason, this line is greyed out 
in Section 3.1.4.  
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Annex B: Questionnaires as used: UK and Ireland 

 

 
 

Adjustment in questionnaires for reading into Matlab

Name item adjustment

Respondant 1 w - amb - tran  (change) -2 N/A ==> -2 999999

w - wind - lay 0 <10 40 ==> 0 10 40

w - rain - lay  (change) (empty) -5 ==> 999999

w - wind - com 0 <10 40 ==> 0 10 40

w - rain - com (empty) -5 ==> 999999

comp - nr roll empty ==> 999999

interl - amoun no bond coat ==> 0

Respondant 2 w - rain - lay (empty) ==> 999999

w - rain - com (empty) ==> 999999

interl - amount 350 no bond coat 1000 ==> 0.35 0 1

for all changes in lifespan opinion/12 (assuming thequestions were answered in months)

Respondant 3 w - amb - tran -1 20 NA ==> 999999

w - wind - lay 0 <5 20 ==> 0 5 20

w - amb - lay -1 20 NA ==> 999999

w - wind - com 0 - <5 - 20 ==> 0 5 20

w - amb - com -1 20 NA ==> 999999

comp - nr roll empty ==> 999999

trav - haulage <60 < 60 180 ==> 60 60 180

trav - haulage (change) 0 (empty) ==> 999999

trav - queue <15 <30 300 ==> 15 30 300

trav - queue (change) 0 (empty) ==> 999999

trav -  next lo <10 0 60 ==> 99999

trav -  next lo (change) 0 (empty) ==> 999999

interl - amoun 250 no bond coat 350 ==> 0.25 0 0.35

interl - amoun (change) empty 0 ==> 999999 0

Respondant 4 w - rain - lay  (change) empty -3 ==> 999999 -3

w - rain - com (change) empty -3 ==> 999999 -3

interl - amoun no bond coat==> 0

Respondant 5 w - amb - tran (change) -2 N/A ==> -2 999999

w - wind - lay 0 <10 40 ==> 0 10 40

w - rain - lay (change) empty -5 ==> 999999 -5

w - wind - com 0 <10 40 ==> 0 10 40

w - rain - com (change) empty -5 ==> 999999 -5

comp - nr roll 4 3 N/A ==> 4 3 999999

comp - nr roll (change) empty ==> 999999

interl - amoun no bond coat ==> 0
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Adjustment in questionnaires for reading into Matlab

Name item adjustment

Respondant 6 expected life 20 years plus ==> 20

max life 30 years plus ==> 30

min life 7 years ==> 7

temp - trans (change) empty ==> 999999

temp - lay (change) empty ==> 999999

temp - comp (change) empty ==> 999999

w - amb - tran empty ==> 999999

w - amb - tran (change) empty ==> 999999

w - wind - lay nil nil 10 ==> 0 0 10

w - wind - lay (change) nil nil ==> 0 0 

w - amb - lay (change) nil nil ==> 0 0 

w - rain - lay (change) empty stopwork ==> 999999 999999

w - wind - comp nil nil 10 ==> 0 0 10

w - wind - comp (change) nil nil ==> 0 0 

w - amb - comp (change) nil nil ==> 0 0 

w - rain - comp (change) empty  ==> 999999 

comp - void (change) nil 4 years ==> 0 4 

equip - trans (change) empty ==> 999999

equip - lay (change) empty ==> 999999

equip - comp (change) don't know ditto ==> 999999 999999

workm - trans (change) empty ==> 999999

workm - lay (change) 20 nil ==> 20 0

workm - comp (change) 20 nil ==> 20 0

trav - haulage - tran (change) nil nil ==> 0 0 

trav - queue - lay nil nil 30 ==> 0 0 30

trav - queue - lay (change) nil nil ==> 0 0 

trav - next lo - comp nil nil 5 ==> 0 0 5

trav - next lo - comp (change) nil nil ==> 0 0 

joint - constr (change) empty ==> 999999

joints - nr nil nil 30 years ==> 999999

joints - nr (change) empty ==> 999999

interl - amount empty ==> 999999

interl - amount (change) empty nil ==> 999999 999999

Respondant 7 w - amb - tran 1 20 NA ==> 1 20 999999

w - wind - lay <10 N/A 60 ==> 10 999999 60

w - amb - lay 20 1 N/A ==> 20 1 999999

w - rain - lay (change) empty -5 ==> 999999 5

w - wind - com N/A <10 60 ==> 999999 10 60

w - amb- com 1 20 N/A ==> 1 20 999999

w - rain - com (change) empty -5 ==> 999999 5

comp - nr roll empty ==> 999999

comp - nr roll (change) empty ==> 999999
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Adjustment in questionnaires for reading into Matlab

Name item adjustment

Respondant 8 max life 30 +==> 30

rain - lay (change) empty -15 ==> 999999 -15

rain - comp (change) empty -15 ==> 999999 -15

com - nr roll N/A N/A N/A ==> 999999

com - nr roll (change) N/A N/A ==> 999999

joints - nr (change) 0 empty ==> 0 999999

interl - amoun 350/200 0 350 ==> 0.35 0 0.35

interl - amoun (change) empty ==> 999999

Respondant 9 rain - lay (change) empty ==> 999999

rain - comp (change) empty ==> 999999

interl - amoun empty ==> 999999

interl - amoun (change) empty ==> 999999

Respondant 10 w - rain - comp (change) empty ==> 999999

comp - nr roll empty ==> 999999

trav - haulage (item 12) 1 20 180 ==> empty

interl - amoun 200 no bond coat 500 ==> 0.2 0 0.5

Respondant 11 lifespan years' ==> only number

weather (all questions, change) empty ==> 999999

compaction (all questions, value AND change) empty ==> 999999

equipment (all questions, change) empty ==> 999999

workmanship(all questions, change) empty ==> 999999

travel time (all questions, change) empty ==> 999999

joints  (all questions, value AND change) empty ==> 999999

interlayer bond (all questions, value AND change) empty ==> 999999

Respondant 12 w - wind - lay (values AND change) empty ==> 999999

w - wind - com (values AND change) empty ==> 999999

comp - nr roll (values AND change) empty ==> 999999

equip - lay (change) empty ==> 999999

travel time (all questions, change) empty ==> 999999

interl - amoun (values) empty ==> 999999
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Adjustment in questionnaires for reading into Matlab

Name item adjustment

Respondant 13 temp - lay (values AND change) empty ==> 999999

temp - comp (values AND change) empty ==> 999999

w - amb - tran ( change) empty ==> 999999

w - wind - lay (values AND change) empty ==> 999999

w - amb - lay (values AND change) empty ==> 999999

w - rain - lay (change) empty ==> 999999

w - wind - com (values AND change) empty ==> 999999

w - amb - com (values AND change) empty ==> 999999

w - rain - comp (change) empty ==> 999999

compaction (all questions, value AND change) empty ==> 999999

equip - lay (change) empty ==> 999999

equip - comp (change) empty ==> 999999

workmans - lay (values AND change) empty ==> 999999

workmans - comp (values AND change) empty ==> 999999

trav - queue  (values AND change) empty ==> 999999

trav - next lo  (values AND change) empty ==> 999999

joints  (all questions, value AND change) empty ==> 999999

interlayer bond (all questions, value AND change) empty ==> 999999

Respondant 14 comp - void (change) empty ==> 999999

comp - nr roll (values AND change) empty ==> 999999
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 1 Comments

Country England

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) HRA 35/14 F surf 40/60

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 20

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 25 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 15 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function Consultant (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include additional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 180 160 195 -1 -4

L 175 160 185 -1 -2

C 120 85 150 -2 0

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 20 3 30 -2 999999

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 10 0 40 0 -5

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 20 3 30 -3 0

….Rainfall L no no yes 999999 -5

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 10 0 40 0 -5

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 20 3 30 -3 0

….Rainfall  C no no yes 999999 -5

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 3% 2% 6% 0 -3

….Number of roller passes C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
-3 0

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

-2 2

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
-2 2

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced -2 0

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced -4 2

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -4 2

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 90 60 180 0 -3

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 30 0 120 0 -3

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 0 0 45 0 -4

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched -4 2

….Number of joints (2 lane carriageway with shoulders) L 2 2 0 0 0

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 0.35 0 0.7 -4 2

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Comments

Country Respondant 2

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) HRA 35/14 F surf 40/60

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 25

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 40 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 15 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function

Local authority 

lab manager (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 160 140 190 0% 0%

L 160 120 190 0% 0%

C 140 90 190 0% 0%

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 20 5 40 -1.25 0

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 0 0 15 0 -1.25

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 20 5 40 -1.25 0

….Rainfall L no no yes 999999 999999

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 0 0 15 0 -1.25

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 20 5 40 -1.25 0

….Rainfall  C no no yes 999999 999999

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 2% 2% 4% 0 0

….Number of roller passes C 8 8 8 0 0

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
-0.416666667 0

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

-1.25 0.833333333

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
-1.25 0.833333333

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced -1.25 0

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced -1.25 0

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -1.25 0

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 45 15 120 0 -1.25

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 0 0 10 0 -1.25

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 0 0 10 0 -1.25

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched -4.166666667 4.166666667

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 0 0 1 4.166666667 -4.166666667

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 0.35 0 1 -4.166666667 4.166666667

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 3 Comments

Country England

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) HRA 35/14 F surf 40/60

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 15

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 20 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 10 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function

Asphalt 

Pavement/Consul

tant (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 180 155 210 -5 -6

L 160 140 190 -5 -3

C 145 125 160 -5 0

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 20 -1 999999 -4 0

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 5 0 20 0 -4

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 20 -1 999999 -4 0

….Rainfall L no no yes 0 -5

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 5 0 20 0 -4

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 20 -1 999999 -4 0

….Rainfall  C no no yes 0 -5

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 3% 1% 6% 0 -4

….Number of roller passes C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
-5 999999

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

0 0

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
-4 0

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced -6 0

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced -6 0

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -6 0

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 60 60 180 0 999999

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 30 15 300 0 999999

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 999999 999999 999999 0 999999

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched -4 0

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 0 0 3 0 -2

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 0.25 0 0.35 999999 0

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 4 Comments

Country England

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) HRA 35/14 F surf 40/60

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 20

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 40 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 5 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function Consultant (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 140 130 190 -1 -2

L 130 120 160 -1 -1

C 120 100 140 -2 -1

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 15 3 30 0 0

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 0 0 40 0 -2

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 15 3 30 -1 -2

….Rainfall L no no yes 999999 -3

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 0 0 40 0 -2

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 15 3 30 -1 -2

….Rainfall  C no no yes 999999 -3

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 4% 2% 8% -1 -3

….Number of roller passes C 5 3 8 -2 -1

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
-2 999999

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

-3 2

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
-3 2

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced -2 2

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced -2 2

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -2 2

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 60 10 120 2 -2

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 10 0 60 0 -1

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 0 0 30 0 -2

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched -5 5

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 1 0 2 4 -2

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 0.25 0 0.4 -5 0

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 5 Comments

Country England

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) HRA 35/14 F surf 40/60

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 20

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 25 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 15 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function Consultant (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include additional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 180 150 200 -1 -3

L 175 150 195 -1 -2

C 135 100 150 -2 0

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 20 -2 30 -2 999999

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 10 0 40 0 -5

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 20 -2 30 -3 0

….Rainfall L no no yes 999999 -5

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 10 0 40 0 -5

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 20 3 30 -3 0

….Rainfall  C no no yes 999999 -5

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 2% 2% 4% 0 -3

….Number of roller passes C 4 3 999999 999999 999999

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
Thermal insulation Thermal insulation -3 0

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

-2 2

C 3 Pinner Bomag 135 Bomag 161 -2 2

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced -2 0

L Trained Un-Trained Experienced -4 2

C Trained Un-Trained Experienced -4 2

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 90 60 240 0 -3

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 30 0 120 0 -3

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 0 0 60 0 -4

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold Untrimmed 

and unpainted
Hot matched -4 2

….Number of joints (2 lane carriageway with shoulders) L 2 2 0 0 0

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 0.35 0 0.7 -4 2

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 6 Comments

Country England

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) HRA 35/14 F surf 40/60

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 20

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 30 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 7 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function consultant (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 170 160 190 999999 999999

L 150 140 170 999999 999999

C 140 130 150 999999 999999

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 0 0 999999 0 0

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 15 -3 25 0 0

….Rainfall L no no yes 999999 999999

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 0 0 999999 0 0

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 15 -3 25 0 0

….Rainfall  C no no yes 999999 999999

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 3% 2% 5% 0 4

….Number of roller passes C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
999999 999999

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

999999 999999

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
999999 999999

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced 999999 999999

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced -20 0

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -20 0

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 30 5 180 0 0

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 0 0 30 0 0

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 0 0 5 0 0

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched 999999 999999

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 999999 0 999999 999999 999999

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 7 Comments

Country England

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) HRA 35/14 F surf 40/60

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 20

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 25 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 12 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function Consultant (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include additional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 180 150 190 -2 -2

L 175 140 190 -2 -2

C 120 85 150 -5 0

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 20 1 999999 -5 0

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 10 999999 60 0 -5

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 20 1 999999 -3 0

….Rainfall L no no yes 999999 -5

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 10 999999 60 0 -5

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 20 1 999999 -3 0

….Rainfall  C no no yes 999999 -5

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 3% 1% 7% -2 -3

….Number of roller passes C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
-3 0

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

-2 2

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
-2 2

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced 0 0

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced -5 0

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -5 0

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 60 10 180 0 -2

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 30 0 120 0 -2

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 0 0 30 0 -4

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched -5 3

….Number of joints (2 lane carriageway with shoulders) L 2 2 0 0 0

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 0.35 0 0.4 -5 0

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 8 Comments

Country England

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) HRA 30/14 F surf 40/60 des Lincolnshire rarely uses HRA 35/14 F surf material. 30%  is used instead

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 25

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 30 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 12 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function

Local (Highways) 

Authority 

Materials 

Engineer (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 175 140 195 -5 5

L 175 140 190 -5 5

C 140 100 170 0 5

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 20 8 30 -5 0

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 0 0 30 0 -5

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 20 8 30 -5 0

….Rainfall L no no yes 999999 -15

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 0 0 30 0 -10

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 20 8 30 -5 0

….Rainfall  C no no yes 999999 -15

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 4% 1% 8% -8 -15

….Number of roller passes C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
-10 0

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

-15 5

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
-15 5

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced -5 0

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced -20 5

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -20 5

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 30 15 240 0 -5

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 30 15 180 0 -5

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 0 0 20 0 -10

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched -15 5

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 1 1 2 0 999999

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 0.35 0 0.35 999999 999999

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 9 Comments

Country England

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) HRA 35/14 F surf 40/60

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 15

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 25 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 8 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function

Technical 

Manager, 

Contractor (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 175 150 195 -3 -5

L 165 140 180 -3 -5

C 130 110 150 -3 -1

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 20 1 30 -1 0

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 0 0 20 0 -8

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 20 1 30 -5 0

….Rainfall L no no yes 999999 999999

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 0 0 20 0 -8

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 20 1 30 -5 0

….Rainfall  C no no yes 999999 999999

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 4% 1% 6% -3 -5

….Number of roller passes C 6 2 10 -5 -3

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
-5 0

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

-1 0

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
-3 0

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced 0 0

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced -8 0

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -8 0

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 0 10 240 0 -3

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 0 0 60 0 -1

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 0 5 15 0 -3

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched -5 0

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 1 1 2 0 -3

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 999999 0 999999 999999 999999

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 10 Comments

Country Ireland

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) HRA 35/14 F surf 40/60

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 20

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 25 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 15 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function

Specifier, 

Engineering 

Inspector 

National Road 

Authority, 

Member of NSAI 

Asphalt Working 

Group. (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 160 140 190 0 0

L 170 100 190 -5 0

C 170 100 190 -5 0

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 20 5 30 -5 0

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 0 0 30 0 -5

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 20 0 30 -5 0

….Rainfall L no no yes 0 -5

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 0 0 30 0 -5

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 20 0 30 -5 0

….Rainfall  C no no yes 999999 999999

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 3% 0% 7% 0 -5

….Number of roller passes C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
-5 0

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

-5 0

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
-10 0

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced 0 0

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced -10 0

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -10 0

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 999999 999999 180 0 -2

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 0 0 180 0 0

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 0 0 5 0 -5

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched -10 0

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 0 0 2 5 0

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 0.2 0 0.5 -10 -2

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 11 Comments

Country Ireland

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) HRA 35/14 F surf 40/60

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 20

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 20 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 15 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function Roads Pavement Overlays (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 155 140 180 -5 -15

L 130 110 160 -5 -5

C 110 85 155 -5 -5

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 20 5 30 999999 999999

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 0 0 25 999999 999999

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 20 5 30 999999 999999

….Rainfall L no no yes 999999 999999

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 0 0 25 999999 999999

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 20 5 30 999999 999999

….Rainfall  C no no yes 999999 999999

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Number of roller passes C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
999999 999999

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

999999 999999

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
999999 999999

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced 999999 999999

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced 999999 999999

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced 999999 999999

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 30 10 120 999999 999999

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 15 5 60 999999 999999

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 0 0 15 999999 999999

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched 999999 999999

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 999999 0 999999 999999 999999

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 12 Comments

Country Ireland

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) EN13108 Part 4 (HRA) Additional Country Specification RequirementsHRA 35/14 F surf 40/60

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 20

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 22 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 15 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function

Specifier Senior 

Project manager / 

chair of NSAI WG1 

asphalt working 

group (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 160 130 170 -2 -2

L 140 120 160 -5 0

C 130 110 150 -5 0

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) T 15 8 30 -2 0

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 15 8 30 -2 0

….Rainfall L no no yes 0 -2

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 15 2 25 -5 0

….Rainfall  C no no yes 0 -3

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 3% 2% 6% 0 -2

….Number of roller passes C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Equipment T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
-5 0

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

999999 999999

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
-2 2

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced -1 0

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced -2 0

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -4 0

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction 
L

Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched -5 2

….Number of joints L 3 2 4 1 -2

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 999999 0 999999 -5 -2

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Responant 13 Comments

Country Ireland

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) HRA 35/14 F surf 40/60

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 10

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 15 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 8 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function Quality Coordinator - Roadstone (Only experience with Transport)(e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 180 160 190 0 -2

L 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 15 10 30 999999 999999

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Rainfall L no no yes 999999 999999

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Rainfall  C no no yes 999999 999999

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Number of roller passes C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
-3 2

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

999999 999999

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
999999 999999

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced 0 0

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced 999999 999999

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced 999999 999999

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 30 0 90 0 0

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched 999999 999999

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 999999 0 999999 999999 999999

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 14 Comments

Country Ireland

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) HRA 35/14 F surf 40/60

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 20

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 25 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 5 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function

Consultant (2 

years). Supplier & (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 180 150 200 0 -1

L 160 100 190 -5 0

C 140 80 180 -5 0

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 20 -3 35 -2 0

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 0 0 30 0 -5

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 20 -2 35 -5 0

….Rainfall L no no yes 0 -2

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 0 0 30 0 -5

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 20 -2 35 -5 0

….Rainfall  C no no yes 0 -2

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 4% 1% 8% 999999 999999

….Number of roller passes C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
-2 0

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

-2 0

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
-5 0

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced 0 0

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced -10 0

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -5 0

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 5 0 180 0 -5

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 0 0 240 0 -5

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 0 0 60 0 -5

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched -5 5

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 0 0 2 5 0

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 0.35 0 0.5 -5 0

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Annex C: Questionnaires as used: Netherlands 

As a result of the workshop held in the Netherlands, two of the experts (van der Aa and 
Sluer) re-entered their completed questionnaire. Their new versions of the questionnaire are 
used to find the combined expert opinion. 
 

 

 

Adjustment in questionnaires for reading into Matlab

Name item adjustment

Respondant 1 w - amb - tran 20 0 N/A==> 20 0 999999

w - amb - lay 20 -2 N/A==> 20 0 999999

w - amb - comp 20 -2 N/A==> 20 0 999999

interl - amoun 300 no bond coat 700 ==> 0.3 0 0.7

note: this person delivered a new questionnaire after the workshop held in the Netherlands

Respondant 2 w - rain - com (change) empty ==> 999999

interl - amoun 300 no bond coat 450 ==> 0.3 0 0.45

Respondant 3 w - amb - tran 20 5 N/A==> 20 5 999999

w - wind - lay <10 0 40 ==> 10 0 40

w - amb -lay 20 5 N/A ==> 20 5 999999

w - wind - com <10 0 40 ==> 10 0 40

w - amb - com 20 5 N/A ==> 20 5 999999

interl - amoun 0.3 no bond coat 0.4 ==> 0.3 0 0.4

Respondant 4 temp - comp 150-110 70 170 ==> 130 70 170

w - wind - lay <3 0 >6 ==> 3 0 6

w - wind - com <3 0 >6 ==> 3 0 6

trav - haulage 0 <60 150 ==> 0 60 150

trav - queue 0 <30 60 ==> 0 30 60

interl - amoun 300 no bond coat 500 ==> 0.3 0 0.5

Respondant 5 w - amb - tran 20 0 [] ==> 20 0 999999

w - amb - com 20 [] 35 ==> 20 999999 35

interl - amoun 0.4 no bond coat 0.6 ==> 0.4 0 0.6
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Adjustment in questionnaires for reading into Matlab

Name item adjustment

Respondant 6 w - amb - tran 20 0 N/A ==> 20 0 999999 

w - wind - lay no 0 50 ==> 999999 0 50

w - amb -lay 20 5 N/A ==> 20 5 999999

w - wind - com no 0 50 ==> 999999 0 50

w - amb - com 20 5 N/A ==> 20 5 999999

comp - nr roll normal [4] 1 10 ==> 4 1 10

interl - amoun 0.3 no bond coat 1 ==> 0.3 0 1

Respondant 7 This questionnaire was added based on the expert opinions from the project 'LOT'

This project collected expert opinions on partely the same questions as in the questionnaire

Respondant 8 temp - lay (change) -2 +2==> -2 2

temp - comp  (change) -4 +2==> -4 2

weather (all questions, change) empty ==> 999999

comp - void (change) empty ==> 999999

comp - nr roll (values AND change) empty ==> 999999

equipment (all questions, change) empty ==> 999999

workmanship(all questions, change) empty ==> 999999

travel time (all questions, change) empty ==> 999999

joints  (all questions, value AND change) empty ==> 999999

interlayer bond 0.3 no bond coat 0.5 empty empty 

==> 0.3 0 0.5 999999 999999

Respondant 9 weather (all questions, change) empty ==> 999999

trav - haulage (change) empty ==> 999999

trav - queue (change) empty ==> 999999

interl - amoun 0.3 no bond coat 0.5 ==> 0.3 0 0.5

Respondant 10 w - wind - lay (item 6) <10 0 80 ==> 10 0 80

w - wind - com (item 8) <10 0 80 ==> 10 0 80

interl - amoun 400 no bond coat 600 ==> 0.4 0 0.6

note: this person delivered a new questionnaire after the workshop held in the Netherlands
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 1 Comments

Country Nederland

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) ZOAB+ (deel 7)

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 14

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 20 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 3 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function Contractor (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 150 130 180 -1 -4

L 150 130 175 -1 -4

C 145 110 170 -2 -4

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 20 0 999999 -5 2

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 0 0 40 2 -5

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 20 -2 999999 -5 2

….Rainfall L no no yes 0 -6

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 0 0 40 2 -5

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 20 -2 999999 -7 2

….Rainfall  C no no yes 0 -4

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 20% 15% 26% 3 -4

….Number of roller passes C 8 4 20 -4 -2

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
-5 2

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

-4 3

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
-4 3

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced -4 2

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced -4 2

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -8 3

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 10 0 120 0 -2

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 10 0 240 0 -2

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 5 0 15 0 -2

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched -8 3

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 1 0 2 0 0

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 0.3 0 0.7 -10 0

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 2 Comments

Country Nederland

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) ZOAB+ (deel 7)

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 12

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 16 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 8 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function Consultant (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 160 140 180 -2 -2

L 160 140 180 -2 -2

C 160 140 180 -2 -2

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 30 5 30 -2 0

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 0 0 6 0 -2

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 30 5 30 -2 0

….Rainfall L no no yes 0 -2

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 0 0 6 0 -1

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 30 5 30 -2 0

….Rainfall  C no no yes 999999 999999

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 20% 20% 25% 0 -1

….Number of roller passes C 5 1 10 -1 -1

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned -2 1

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with -2 1

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback -1 1

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced -3 1

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced -3 1

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -3 1

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 0 0 120 0 -1

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 0 0 30 0 -1

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 0 0 15 0 -2

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched

-1 2

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 1 0 2 -1 -1

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 0.3 0 0.45 -3 1

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 3 Comments

Country Nederland

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) ZOAB+ (deel 7)

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 10

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 14 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 7 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function Consultant (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 155 140 180 -1 -4

L 145 135 160 -2 -2

C 130 120 140 -3 1

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 20 5 999999 -1 0

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 10 0 40 0 -4

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 20 5 999999 -2 0

….Rainfall L no no yes 0 -3

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 10 0 40 0 -4

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 20 5 999999 -2 0

….Rainfall  C no no yes 0 -4

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 20% 15% 25% 3 -3

….Number of roller passes C 8 5 12 -2 -2

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
-3 0

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

-2 2

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
-1 2

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced -3 1

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced -3 1

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -3 1

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 90 0 180 0 -3

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 30 30 30 0 -1

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 0 0 30 0 -3

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched -5 0

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 1 0 2 0 0

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 0.3 0 0.4 -5 2

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 4 Comments

Country Nederland

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) ZOAB+ (deel 7)

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 12 Based on right lane, in one process

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 16 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 9 shuttle buggy as part of the processMinimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function Contractor (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 155 140 180 -1.5 -1.5

L 150 135 175 -2 2

C 130 70 170 -5 2

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 25 5 35 -1 0

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 3 0 6 1 -1

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 25 5 35 0 0

….Rainfall L no no yes 0 0

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 3 0 6 1 -3

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 25 5 35 -2 -3

….Rainfall  C no no yes 0 -1

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 21% 18% 23% -2 2

….Number of roller passes C 5 3 10 -2 3

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
-4 2

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

0 2

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
-2 3

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced 0 0

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced -1 2

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -1 2

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 60 0 150 2 -2

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 30 0 60 0 -1

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 0 0 30 0 -4

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched -1 3

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 1 0 2 2 -2

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 0.3 0 0.5 -3 1

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 5 Comments

Country Nederland

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) ZOAB+ (deel 7)

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 14

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 20 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 10 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function Contractor (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 160 130 170 2 -2

L 145 120 160 0 0

C 130 90 150 0 0

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 20 0 999999 0 0

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 0 0 10 0 0

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 20 10 35 0 0

….Rainfall L no no geen 0 0

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 0 0 36 0 0

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 20 999999 35 0 0

….Rainfall  C no no geen 0 0

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 19% 15% 23% 3 -2

….Number of roller passes C 10 5 20 0 0

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
-2 2

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 
0 1

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
0 1

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced -1 0

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced -2 2

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -1 2

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 15 0 60 1 -1

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 0 0 30 0 0

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 0 0 2 0 0

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched -3 2

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 1 0 2 0 3

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 0.4 0 0.6 -2 3

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 6 Comments

Country Nederland

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) ZOAB+ (deel 7)

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 14 slow lane 12 years, fast lane 17 years

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 20 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 6 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function senior advisor (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 160 150 170 0 -1

L 150 140 160 0 0

C 140 120 150 -1 -1

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 20 0 999999 -1 0

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 999999 0 50 0 -2

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 20 5 999999 -1 0

….Rainfall L no no yes 0 -1

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 999999 0 50 0 -2

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 20 1 999999 -2 0

….Rainfall  C no no yes 0 -2

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 20% 15% 25% 1 -1

….Number of roller passes C 4 1 10 -1 -2

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
-1 0

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

0 1

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
0 1

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced 0 0

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced 0 1

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -1 1

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 30 5 120 1 -2

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 30 0 180 0 -2

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 0 0 60 0 -2

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched -2 1

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 1 0 2 1 -2

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 0.3 0 1 -4 0

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 7 Comments

Country Nederland

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) ZOAB+ (deel 7)

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 12.67

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 18.11 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 6.78 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function TNO (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material C T 156.67 131.98 181.35 -2.425 -2.425

L 148.89 128.39 169.39 -2.36 -2.36

C 135 44 135 -1.96 0

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 19.4 8.9 999999 -1.53125 999999

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 2.8 999999 6.5 999999 -2.1

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 19.4 8.9 999999 -1.53125 999999

….Rainfall L no no yes 0 -2.5

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 2.8 999999 6.5 999999 -2.1

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 19.4 8.9 999999 -1.53125 999999

….Rainfall  C no no yes 0 -2.5

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 18% 999999 26.5% 999999 -3.4375

….Number of roller passes C

6.57

1 9 999999 -2.928571429

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
999999 999999

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

999999 999999

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
999999 999999

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced 999999 999999

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced 999999 999999

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced 999999 999999

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 48 999999 150 999999 -2.8

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched 999999 999999

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 1 0 2 0 -1.944444444

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 999999 0 999999 999999 999999

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 8 Comments

Country Nederland

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) ZOAB+ (deel 7)

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 14

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 18 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 8 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function Consultant (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 160 140 185 -1 -2

L 140 120 160 -2 2

C 125 80 140 -4 2

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Rainfall L no no yes 999999 999999

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Rainfall  C no no yes 999999 999999

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 20% 15% 25% 999999 999999

….Number of roller passes C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
999999 999999

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

999999 999999

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
999999 999999

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced 999999 999999

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced 999999 999999

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced 999999 999999

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 999999 999999 999999 999999 999999

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched 999999 999999

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 1 0 2 999999 999999

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 0.3 0 0.5 999999 999999

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 9 Comments

Country Nederland

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) ZOAB+ (deel 7)

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 12

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 22 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 3 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function

hoofd 

technologie (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 150 140 170 0 2

L 140 120 170 0 -2

C 120 75 170 0 -2

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 20 3 30 999999 999999

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 0 0 6 999999 999999

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 20 8 30 999999 999999

….Rainfall L no no yes 999999 999999

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 0 0 6 999999 999999

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 20 8 30 999999 999999

….Rainfall  C no no yes 999999 999999

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 21% 18% 23% -3 0

….Number of roller passes C 6 4 9 0 -3

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
-2 1

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 
0 0

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
0 2

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced 0 0

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced -4 1

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -4 1

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 30 0 120 999999 -3

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 30 0 120 -1 -2

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 0 0 20 999999 -3

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched -4 2

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 1 0 2 -4 2

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 0.3 0 0.5 0 1

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Section 1: Please complete dark grey cells

Name Respondant 10 Comments

Country Nederland

Surface Course Type (Based on EN 13108) ZOAB+ (deel 7)

Expected Lifespan of the material (years) 12

Maximum lifespan of chosen material (years) 17 Maximum lifespan you would expect to see.

Minimum lifespan of chosen material (years) 7 Minimum lifespan you would expect to see.

Area of expertise/Job Function Consultant (e.g. Consultant, materials supplier, contractor, equipment provider)

Section 2: 

   a. Please complete columns C to G in the dark grey cells. Please insert a single value in each cell rather than a range.

   b. Please use the comments section if want to include addtional explanation of an answer.

   b. If you feel you are not confident about answering a certain question, you can make a note in the comments section and leave the answer cell blank.

   c. The questionnaire aims to gather knowledge of personal experience. Please do not refer to literature for answers.

Factor

Phase,                

T = Transport,   

L = Laying,         

C = 

Compaction

Optimum      

(Ideal value for 

this property)

Minimum          

(Lowest value you 

would ever expect 

to see)

Maximum         

(Greatest value 

you would ever 

expect to see)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

minimum   

(years)

Change in 

Lifespan for 

maximum 

(years) 

Temperature of material T 160 140 190 -1 -2

L 160 130 160 -1 -3

C 110 80 140 -3 1

Weather

….Ambient Temperature (°C) (assume average haulage dist.) T 20 -10 36 -2 0

….Wind Speed (km/h) L 10 0 80 0 -2

….Ambient Temperature (°C) L 20 -10 36 -4 0

….Rainfall L no no yes 0 -3

….Wind Speed (km/h) C 10 0 80 0 -1

….Ambient Temperature (°C) C 20 -10 36 -2 0

….Rainfall  C no no yes 0 -2

Compaction 

….Void Content (%) C 20% 14% 27% -2 -4

….Number of roller passes C 6 2 10 -4 -2

Equipment

   (assume average haulage distance) T
Thermal 

insulation
No insulation

Temperature 

conditioned
-4 1

L Commonly used
No Vibratory 

screed

Intelligent paver 

(gps) with 

feedback

-2 1

C Commonly used Lightweight roller
Intelligent roller 

with feedback
-3 2

Workmanship T Trained Inexperienced Experienced -2 0

L Trained Inexperienced Experienced -4 2

C Trained Inexperienced Experienced -4 2

Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck)

….Haulage time from the plant (minutes) T 60 10 120 1 -1

….Queue to offload (time delay incurred on site) (minutes) L 30 0 120 1 -2

….Waiting at paver for next load (minutes) C 10 0 60 1 -1

Joints   ( longitudal joints)

….Construction L
Cold trimmed and 

painted

Cold and 

unpainted
Hot matched -5 1

….Number of joints (2 lane carraigeway with shoulders) L 1 0 2 1 1

Interlayer bond

….Amount (g/m2)* L 0.4 0 0.6 -7 1

*what kind of bond is used? Add in the comment column

Change in lifespan:              

extension (+) or reduction (-)
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Adjustment in questionnaires for reading into Matlab

Name item adjustment

SMA8 AI OK interl additional question removed

interl - amoun 400 300 500 ==> 0.4 0.3 0.5

joints - construction

-2 change to +2 after consulting with 

Slovenian project leader

SMA8 GT interl additional question removed

interl - amoun 400 300 500 ==> 0.4 0.3 0.5

SMA8 MT interl additional question removed

400 300 500 ==> 0.4 0.3 0.5

SMA8 SH interl additional question removed

interl - amoun 400 300 500 ==> 0.4 0.3 0.5

joints - construction

-1.5 change to +1.5 after consulting with 

Slovenian project leader

SMA8 SNP interl additional question removed

interl - amoun 400 300 500 ==> 0.4 0.3 0.5
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1. del - vprašalnik se nanaša na izbrano vrsto obrabnega sloja asfalta 

Država Slovenia

vrsta asfaltne zmesi (na podlagi EN 13108) AC 11 surf B 50/70

nacionalne zahteve: SIST 1038-1:2008

vaše področje dela (proizvajalec, izvajalec, nadzor...) quality control , contractor field of work

leta izkušenj pri asfaltiranju 23 years of experioence

20

35

10

del 2. IZPOLNITE PRAZNA POLJA  vprašalnika  F in G ter popravite (rdeče)  vrednosti v kolonah C, D in E, če je potrebno

sprememba življenjske dobe:   + pomeni podaljšanje  in   - skrajšanje faza:

(opt/min): ob vgrajevanju ni optimalna temperatura ampak minimalna faza:

(opt/max): ob vgrajevanju ni optimalna temperatura ampak maksimalna faza:

C D E

v letih v letih

vplivni faktor Faza T, L C             Optimum Minimum Maximum  (opt/min) (opt/max)

Temperatura materiala

(odvisna od vrste zmesi/bitumna) T 165 155 185 -3.0 -3.0

L 165 150 180 -3.0 -3.0

C 165 145 185 -3.0 -3.0

Vreme

….temperatura ambienta (°C) T 25 3 36 -2.0 0.0

….hitrost vetra (km/h) L 0 0 50 0.0 -1.0

….temperatura ambienta (°C) L 25 3 36 -2.0 0.0

….dež L ne ne da (naliv) 0.0 -4.0

….hitrost vetra (km/h) C 0 0 50 0.0 -2.0

….temperatura ambienta (°C) C 25 3 36 -2.0 0.0

….dež C ne ne da (naliv) 0.0 -4.0

Zgoščevanje

….delež votlin (%) C 4.5 1.5 7.5 -1.0 -5.0

….število prehodov valjarja C 6 4 10 -2.0 0.0

Oprema

kamioni za transport T s termoizolacijo brez izolacije ogrevani -2.0 1.0

finišer L običajni

brez 

vibracijske 

plošče

pametni finišer 

(daje povratne 

informacije) -3.0 1.0

valjarji C običajni lahki valjarji

pametni valjarji (z 

GPS, povratno 

informacijo) -3.0 1.0

asfalterska skupina delavcev T izšolani neizkušeni izkušeni -1.0 0.0

L izšolani neizkušeni izkušeni -4.0 2.0

C izšolani neizkušeni izkušeni -4.0 2.0

 čas posamezne faze dostave zmesi in 

zamude (v izoliranih kamionih)

….čas od baze do delovišča (v minutah) T 30 30 60 0.0 -2.0

….čakanje (na delovišču) (v minutah) L 10 0 60 0.0 -2.0

….čakanje finišerja na dobavo (v minutah) C 0 0 15 0.0 -1.0

Vzdolžna stikovanja

….sama izvedba

L obdelan in hladno 

premazan stik

obdelan stik 

(hladen, brez 

premaza) vroče stikovanje -2.0 2.0

….število stikov na dvopasovnici L 0 1 2 -1.0 -1.0

zlepljenost plasti

….količina veziva  med plastema  (g/m2)* L 0.4 0.3 0.5 -1.0 0.0

* katera vrst veziva je mišljena?
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1. del - vprašalnik se nanaša na izbrano vrsto obrabnega sloja asfalta 

Država Slovenia

vrsta asfaltne zmesi (na podlagi EN 13108) AC 11 surf B 50/70

nacionalne zahteve: SIST 1038-1:2008

vaše področje dela (proizvajalec, izvajalec, nadzor...) Contractor - asphalt producer, paving manager

leta izkušenj pri asfaltiranju 35

education Civil Engineer

10

15

8

del 2. IZPOLNITE PRAZNA POLJA  vprašalnika  F in G ter popravite (rdeče)  vrednosti v kolonah C, D in E, če je potrebno

sprememba življenjske dobe:   + pomeni podaljšanje  in   - skrajšanje faza:

(opt/min): ob vgrajevanju ni optimalna temperatura ampak minimalna faza:

(opt/max): ob vgrajevanju ni optimalna temperatura ampak maksimalna faza:

C D E

v letih v letih

vplivni faktor Faza T, L C             Optimum Minimum Maximum  (opt/min) (opt/max)

Temperatura materiala

(odvisna od vrste zmesi/bitumna) T 165 155 185 -0.8 -2.5

L 165 150 180 -1.5 -2.5

C 165 145 185 -1.5 -2.5

Vreme

….temperatura ambienta (°C) T 25 3 36 -1.5 0.0

….hitrost vetra (km/h) L 0 0 50 0.0 -2.0

….temperatura ambienta (°C) L 25 3 36 -0.5 -1.0

….dež L ne ne da (naliv) 0.0 -3.0

….hitrost vetra (km/h) C 0 0 50 0.0 -3.0

….temperatura ambienta (°C) C 25 3 36 -2.0 0.0

….dež C ne ne da (naliv) 0.0 -2.0

Zgoščevanje

….delež votlin (%) C 4.5 1.5 7.5 0.0 -0.5

….število prehodov valjarja C 6 4 10 -1.5 -1.0

Oprema

kamioni za transport T s termoizolacijo brez izolacije ogrevani -1.5 0.5

finišer L običajni

brez 

vibracijske 

plošče

pametni finišer 

(daje povratne 

informacije) -1.0 1.0

valjarji C običajni lahki valjarji

pametni valjarji (z 

GPS, povratno 

informacijo) -2.0 1.0

asfalterska skupina delavcev T izšolani neizkušeni izkušeni -1.0 0.5

L izšolani neizkušeni izkušeni -1.0 0.5

C izšolani neizkušeni izkušeni -1.0 0.5

 čas posamezne faze dostave zmesi in 

zamude (v izoliranih kamionih)

….čas od baze do delovišča (v minutah) T 30 30 60 2.0 -1.0

….čakanje (na delovišču) (v minutah) L 10 0 60 2.0 -1.0

….čakanje finišerja na dobavo (v minutah) C 0 0 15 2.0 -1.0

Vzdolžna stikovanja

….sama izvedba

L obdelan in hladno 

premazan stik

obdelan stik 

(hladen, brez 

premaza) vroče stikovanje -2.0 0.0

….število stikov na dvopasovnici L 0 1 2 -4.0 -5.0

zlepljenost plasti

….količina veziva  med plastema  (g/m2)* L 0.4 0.3 0.5 -1.0 2.0

* katera vrst veziva je mišljena?
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1. del - vprašalnik se nanaša na izbrano vrsto obrabnega sloja asfalta 

Država Slovenia

vrsta asfaltne zmesi (na podlagi EN 13108) SMA8 PmB45-80/65

nacionalne zahteve: TSC 06.300 /06.410:2009

vaše področje dela (proizvajalec, izvajalec, nadzor...) researcher, quality control

leta izkušenj pri asfaltiranju 20

education Chemist

15

20

12

del 2. IZPOLNITE PRAZNA POLJA  vprašalnika  F in G ter popravite (rdeče)  vrednosti v kolonah C, D in E, če je potrebno

sprememba življenjske dobe:   + pomeni podaljšanje  in   - skrajšanje faza:

(opt/min): ob vgrajevanju ni optimalna temperatura ampak minimalna faza:

(opt/max): ob vgrajevanju ni optimalna temperatura ampak maksimalna faza:

C D E

v letih v letih

vplivni faktor Faza T, L C             Optimum Minimum Maximum  (opt/min) (opt/max)

Temperatura materiala

(odvisna od vrste zmesi/bitumna) T 165 155 185 -1.5 -4.5

L 165 150 180 -3.0 -4.5

C 165 145 185 -6.0 -1.5

Vreme

….temperatura ambienta (°C) T 25 3 36 -6.0 0.0

….hitrost vetra (km/h) L 0 0 50 0.0 -3.0

….temperatura ambienta (°C) L 25 3 36 -3.0 0.0

….dež L ne ne da (naliv) 0.0 -7.5

….hitrost vetra (km/h) C 0 0 50 0.0 -4.5

….temperatura ambienta (°C) C 25 3 36 -3.0 0.0

….dež C ne ne da (naliv) 0.0 -3.0

Zgoščevanje

….delež votlin (%) C 4.5 1.5 7.5 -3.0 -4.5

….število prehodov valjarja C 6 4 10 -1.5 -0.8

Oprema

kamioni za transport T s termoizolacijo brez izolacije ogrevani -3.0 1.5

finišer L običajni

brez 

vibracijske 

plošče

pametni finišer 

(daje povratne 

informacije) -1.5 1.5

valjarji C običajni lahki valjarji

pametni valjarji (z 

GPS, povratno 

informacijo) -7.5 1.5

asfalterska skupina delavcev T izšolani neizkušeni izkušeni -0.8 0.8

L izšolani neizkušeni izkušeni -3.0 1.5

C izšolani neizkušeni izkušeni -3.0 1.5

 čas posamezne faze dostave zmesi in 

zamude (v izoliranih kamionih)

….čas od baze do delovišča (v minutah) T 30 30 60 0.8 -1.5

….čakanje (na delovišču) (v minutah) L 10 0 60 0.8 -1.5

….čakanje finišerja na dobavo (v minutah) C 0 0 15 0.8 -2.3

Vzdolžna stikovanja

….sama izvedba

L obdelan in hladno 

premazan stik

obdelan stik 

(hladen, brez 

premaza) vroče stikovanje -4.5 0.0

….število stikov na dvopasovnici L 0 1 2 -3.8 -7.5

zlepljenost plasti

….količina veziva  med plastema  (g/m2)* L 0.4 0.3 0.5 -0.8 2.3

* katera vrst veziva je mišljena?
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1. del - vprašalnik se nanaša na izbrano vrsto obrabnega sloja asfalta 

Država Slovenia

vrsta asfaltne zmesi (na podlagi EN 13108) SMA8 PmB45-80/65

nacionalne zahteve: TSC 06.300 /06.410:2009

vaše področje dela (proizvajalec, izvajalec, nadzor...) colsultant, supervising engineer for asphalting works

leta izkušenj pri asfaltiranju 20

Civil Engineer

15

18

12

del 2. IZPOLNITE PRAZNA POLJA  vprašalnika  F in G ter popravite (rdeče)  vrednosti v kolonah C, D in E, če je potrebno

sprememba življenjske dobe:   + pomeni podaljšanje  in   - skrajšanje faza:

(opt/min): ob vgrajevanju ni optimalna temperatura ampak minimalna faza:

(opt/max): ob vgrajevanju ni optimalna temperatura ampak maksimalna faza:

C D E

v letih v letih

vplivni faktor Faza T, L C             Optimum Minimum Maximum  (opt/min) (opt/max)

Temperatura materiala

(odvisna od vrste zmesi/bitumna) T 175 155 185 -0.8 -0.8

L 170 150 185 -0.8 -0.8

C 165 145 185 -1.5 -0.8

Vreme

….temperatura ambienta (°C) T 25 3 36 0.0 0.0

….hitrost vetra (km/h) L 0 0 50 0.0 -1.5

….temperatura ambienta (°C) L 25 3 36 -0.8 -1.5

….dež L ne ne da (naliv) 0.0 -1.5

….hitrost vetra (km/h) C 0 0 50 0.0 -3.0

….temperatura ambienta (°C) C 25 3 36 -0.8 0.0

….dež C ne ne da (naliv) 0.0 -1.5

Zgoščevanje

….delež votlin (%) C 4.5 1.5 7.5 -0.8 -0.8

….število prehodov valjarja C 6 3 10 -1.5 -0.8

Oprema

kamioni za transport T s termoizolacijo brez izolacije ogrevani -1.5 0.8

finišer L običajni

brez 

vibracijske 

plošče

pametni finišer 

(daje povratne 

informacije) -3.0 1.5

valjarji C običajni lahki valjarji

pametni valjarji (z 

GPS, povratno 

informacijo) -1.5 1.5

asfalterska skupina delavcev T izšolani neizkušeni izkušeni -0.8 1.5

L izšolani neizkušeni izkušeni -3.0 1.5

C izšolani neizkušeni izkušeni -3.0 1.5

 čas posamezne faze dostave zmesi in 

zamude (v izoliranih kamionih)

….čas od baze do delovišča (v minutah) T 60 60 120 0.0 -3.0

….čakanje (na delovišču) (v minutah) L 15 15 60 0.0 -1.5

….čakanje finišerja na dobavo (v minutah) C 0 0 15 0.0 -4.5

Vzdolžna stikovanja

….sama izvedba

L obdelan in hladno 

premazan stik

obdelan stik 

(hladen, brez 

premaza) vroče stikovanje -1.5 1.5

….število stikov na dvopasovnici L 0 1 2 -1.5 -1.5

zlepljenost plasti

….količina veziva  med plastema  (g/m2)* L 0.4 0.3 0.5 -0.8 2.3

* katera vrst veziva je mišljena?
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1. del - vprašalnik se nanaša na izbrano vrsto obrabnega sloja asfalta 

Država Slovenia

vrsta asfaltne zmesi (na podlagi EN 13108) SMA8 PmB45-80/65

nacionalne zahteve: TSC 06.300 /06.410:2009

vaše področje dela (proizvajalec, izvajalec, nadzor...) asphalt producer, contractor field of work

leta izkušenj pri asfaltiranju 34 years of experioence

education Civil Engineer

15

20

12

del 2. IZPOLNITE PRAZNA POLJA  vprašalnika  F in G ter popravite (rdeče)  vrednosti v kolonah C, D in E, če je potrebno

sprememba življenjske dobe:   + pomeni podaljšanje  in   - skrajšanje faza:

(opt/min): ob vgrajevanju ni optimalna temperatura ampak minimalna faza:

(opt/max): ob vgrajevanju ni optimalna temperatura ampak maksimalna faza:

C D E

v letih v letih

vplivni faktor Faza T, L C             Optimum Minimum Maximum  (opt/min) (opt/max)

Temperatura materiala

(odvisna od vrste zmesi/bitumna) T 165 155 185 -1.5 -4.5

L 165 150 180 -3.0 -4.5

C 165 145 185 -3.0 -4.5

Vreme

….temperatura ambienta (°C) T 25 3 36 -1.5 0.0

….hitrost vetra (km/h) L 0 0 50 0.0 -3.0

….temperatura ambienta (°C) L 25 3 36 -0.8 -1.5

….dež L ne ne da (naliv) 0.0 -4.5

….hitrost vetra (km/h) C 0 0 50 0.0 -4.5

….temperatura ambienta (°C) C 25 3 36 -3.0 0.0

….dež C ne ne da (naliv) 0.0 -3.0

Zgoščevanje

….delež votlin (%) C 4.5 1.5 7.5 0.0 -0.8

….število prehodov valjarja C 6 4 10 -1.5 -0.8

Oprema

kamioni za transport T s termoizolacijo brez izolacije ogrevani -3.0 1.5

finišer L običajni

brez 

vibracijske 

plošče

pametni finišer 

(daje povratne 

informacije) -1.5 1.5

valjarji C običajni lahki valjarji

pametni valjarji (z 

GPS, povratno 

informacijo) -7.5 1.5

asfalterska skupina delavcev T izšolani neizkušeni izkušeni -0.8 0.8

L izšolani neizkušeni izkušeni -3.0 1.5

C izšolani neizkušeni izkušeni -3.0 1.5

 čas posamezne faze dostave zmesi in 

zamude (v izoliranih kamionih)

….čas od baze do delovišča (v minutah) T 30 30 60 0.8 -1.5

….čakanje (na delovišču) (v minutah) L 10 0 60 0.8 -1.5

….čakanje finišerja na dobavo (v minutah) C 0 0 15 0.8 -2.3

Vzdolžna stikovanja

….sama izvedba

L obdelan in hladno 

premazan stik

obdelan stik 

(hladen, brez 

premaza) vroče stikovanje -4.5 0.0

….število stikov na dvopasovnici L 0 1 2 -3.8 -7.5

zlepljenost plasti

….količina veziva  med plastema  (g/m2)* L 0.4 0.3 0.5 -0.8 2.3

* katera vrst veziva je mišljena?
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Annex E: Relation between Quality Control methods a nd degradation factors 

 

 

 

 

 

Temperature of material: During contract phase After construction Method

st dev

[degr Celcius]

Quality control during transport 1 no insulation on truck no insulation on truck 1a no insulation on truck - warm weather conditions 30

2 insulated truck insulated truck 1b no insulation on truck - standard weather conditions 45

1c no insulation on truck - cold weather conditions 60

2a insulated truck - warm weather conditions 10

2b insulated truck - standard weather conditions 20

2c insulated truck - cold weather conditions 30

During contract phase After construction Method

st dev

[degr Celcius]

Quality Control during laying 1 no method no method 1a no method - warm weather conditions 30

and compaction 2 ALIS ALIS 1b no method - standard weather conditions 50

3 Shuttle buggy Shuttle buggy 1c no method - cold weather conditions 70

4 Roller with IR Roller with IR 2a ALIS - warm weather conditions 10

2b ALIS - standard weather conditions 20

2c ALIS - cold weather conditions 30

3a Shuttle buggy - warm weather conditions 10

3b Shuttle buggy - standard weather conditions 20

3c Shuttle buggy - cold weather conditions 30

4a Roller with IR - warm weather conditions 8

4b Roller with IR - standard weather conditions 15

4c Roller with IR - cold weather conditions 25

During contract phase After construction Method

st dev

[degr Celcius]

Measuring methods 1 no method no method 1a no method 50

2 point measurement of temperature point measurement of temperature 2a point measurement of temperature - optimal conditions 15

3 handheld IR camera handheld IR camera 2b point measurement of temperature - normal practise 25

4 paver IR&GPS paver IR&GPS 2c point measurement of temperature - difficult conditions 35

3a handheld IR camera -  optimal conditions 15

3b handheld IR camera - normal practise 25

3c handheld IR camera - difficult conditions 35

4a paver IR&GPS - optimal conditions 10

4b paver IR&GPS - normal practise 20

4c paver IR&GPS - difficult conditions 30

condition

ambient temperature during laying 

[degr Ceclius]

warm weather > 20

standard weather conditions <= 20

cold weather <= 5

condition

ambient temperature during compaction

[degr Ceclius]

warm weather > 20

standard weather conditions <= 20

cold weather <= 5
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Weather: During contract phase After construction Method

st dev

[degr Celcius/ 

km/h]

Measuring methods 1 no data instable weather conditions 1a temp 7

2 moderately stable weather conditions 1b wind 15

3 very stable weather conditions 2a temp 5

2b wind 10

3a temp 3

3b wind 5

Compaction:
During contract phase After construction Method

st dev

[%]

Quality Control on variability 1 standard roller standard roller 1a standard roller - best achievable compaction 1

of void content 2 roller with GPS roller with GPS 1b standard roller - standard compaction 2

3 roller with IR sensor and GPS roller with IR sensor and GPS 1c standard roller - non uniform compaction 3.5

1d standard roller - very non uniform compaction 4.5

2a roller with GPS - best achievable compaction 1.5

2b roller with GPS - standard compaction 2.5

2c roller with GPS - non uniform compaction 3.5

3a roller with IR sensor and GPS - best achievable compaction 1

3c roller with IR sensor and GPS - standard compaction 2

3d roller with IR sensor and GPS - non uniform compaction 3.5

During contract phase After construction Method

st dev

[nr]

Quality Control on variability 1 standard roller standard roller 1a standard roller 4

of roller passes 2 roller with GPS roller with GPS 2a roller with GPS - best practice 0

2b roller with GPS - standard practice 1

2c roller with GPS - poor practice 4
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Travel time and delays (with an insulated truck):During contract phase After construction Method st dev

Quality Control during transport 1 standard procudure standard procudure 1a standard procudure - standard practice [minutes]

2

ALIS - or similar GPS type tracking 

and management

ALIS - or similar GPS type tracking 

and management 1b standard procudure - poor practice 100

2a ALIS - best practice 25

2b ALIS - standard practice 50

2c ALIS - poor practice 100

During contract phase After construction Method

st dev

[minutes]

Quality Control during laying 1 standard procudure standard procudure 1a standard procudure - standard practice 50

2

ALIS - or similar GPS type tracking 

and management

ALIS - or similar GPS type tracking 

and management 1b standard procudure - poor practice 100

2a ALIS - best practice 10

2b ALIS - standard practice 30

2c ALIS - poor practice 100

During contract phase After construction Method st dev

Quality Control during compaction 1 standard procudure standard procudure 1a standard procudure - standard practice [minutes]

2 shuttle buggy shuttle buggy 1b standard procudure - poor practice 100

3

ALIS - or similar GPS type tracking 

and management

ALIS - or similar GPS type tracking 

and management 2a shuttle buggy - best practice 10

2b shuttle buggy - standard practice 30

2c shuttle buggy - poor practice 100

3a ALIS - best practice 5

3b ALIS - standard practice 20

3c ALIS - poor practice 100

Interlayer bond:
During contract phase After construction Method

st dev

[kg/m2]

Quality Control on interlayer bond 1 no quality control no quality control 1a no quality control 0.05

2 test rate of application test rate of application 2a test rate of application -  best practice 0.01

2b test rate of application - standard practice 0.02

2c test rate of application - poor practice 0.05
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Annex F: Optimum and minimum project values of the 
degradation factors 

UK and Ireland 

 

DEGRADATION FACTORS - PROJECT VALUES

minimum - during contract phase

degradation_factor_name country factor nr value std-min std-max

temp/trans UK&Ireland EI.01 191.79 6.10 36.59

temp/laying UK&Ireland EI.02 129.23 4.88 42.68

temp/comp UK&Ireland EI.03 100.00 6.10 30.49

weather/temp_trans UK&Ireland EI.04

weather/wind_laying UK&Ireland EI.05 31.82 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_laying UK&Ireland EI.06 2.00 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_laying UK&Ireland EI.07 2.00 0.00 0.00

weather/wind_comp UK&Ireland EI.08 31.82 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_comp UK&Ireland EI.09 1.92 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_comp UK&Ireland EI.10 2.00 0.00 0.00

compaction/void UK&Ireland EI.11 0.06 0.61 2.74

compaction/nr UK&Ireland EI.12 4.00 0.00 2.44

equip/trans UK&Ireland EI.13 1.00 0.00 1.47

equip/laying UK&Ireland EI.14 1.00 0.00 1.77

equip/comp UK&Ireland EI.15 1.00 0.00 1.47

workman/trans UK&Ireland EI.16

workman/laying UK&Ireland EI.17 1.00 0.00 1.47

workman/comp UK&Ireland EI.18 1.00 0.00 1.47

travel/trans UK&Ireland EI.19 173.08 15.24 60.98

travel/laying UK&Ireland EI.20 123.33 6.10 60.98

travel/comp UK&Ireland EI.21 26.82 3.05 60.98

joints/constr UK&Ireland EI.22 1.00 0.00 1.04

joints/nr UK&Ireland EI.23

interlayer/amount UK&Ireland EI.24 0.00 0.01 0.03
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DEGRADATION FACTORS - PROJECT VALUES

minimum - after construction

degradation_factor_name country factor nr value std-min std-max

temp/trans UK&Ireland EI.01 191.79 6.10 36.59

temp/laying UK&Ireland EI.02 129.23 4.88 42.68

temp/comp UK&Ireland EI.03 100.00 6.10 30.49

weather/temp_trans UK&Ireland EI.04

weather/wind_laying UK&Ireland EI.05 31.82 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_laying UK&Ireland EI.06 2.00 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_laying UK&Ireland EI.07 2.00 0.00 0.00

weather/wind_comp UK&Ireland EI.08 31.82 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_comp UK&Ireland EI.09 1.92 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_comp UK&Ireland EI.10 2.00 0.00 0.00

compaction/void UK&Ireland EI.11 0.06 0.61 2.74

compaction/nr UK&Ireland EI.12 4.00 0.00 2.44

equip/trans UK&Ireland EI.13 1.00 0.00 1.47

equip/laying UK&Ireland EI.14 1.00 0.00 1.77

equip/comp UK&Ireland EI.15 1.00 0.00 1.47

workman/trans UK&Ireland EI.16

workman/laying UK&Ireland EI.17 1.00 0.00 1.47

workman/comp UK&Ireland EI.18 1.00 0.00 1.47

travel/trans UK&Ireland EI.19 173.08 15.24 60.98

travel/laying UK&Ireland EI.20 1.00 0.00 2.99

travel/comp UK&Ireland EI.21

joints/constr UK&Ireland EI.22 1.00 0.00 1.04

joints/nr UK&Ireland EI.23

interlayer/amount UK&Ireland EI.24 0.00 0.01 0.03
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DEGRADATION FACTORS - PROJECT VALUES

optimum - during contract phase

degradation_factor_name country factor nr value std-min std-max

temp/trans UK&Ireland EI.01 169.64 6.10 36.59

temp/laying UK&Ireland EI.02 158.85 4.88 42.68

temp/comp UK&Ireland EI.03 133.85 6.10 30.49

weather/temp_trans UK&Ireland EI.04

weather/wind_laying UK&Ireland EI.05 2.92 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_laying UK&Ireland EI.06 18.85 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_laying UK&Ireland EI.07 3.00 0.00 0.00

weather/wind_comp UK&Ireland EI.08 2.92 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_comp UK&Ireland EI.09 18.85 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_comp UK&Ireland EI.10 3.00 0.00 0.00

compaction/void UK&Ireland EI.11 0.03 0.61 2.74

compaction/nr UK&Ireland EI.12 5.75 0.00 2.44

equip/trans UK&Ireland EI.13 3.00 0.00 1.47

equip/laying UK&Ireland EI.14 3.00 0.00 1.77

equip/comp UK&Ireland EI.15 3.00 0.00 1.47

workman/trans UK&Ireland EI.16

workman/laying UK&Ireland EI.17 3.00 0.00 1.47

workman/comp UK&Ireland EI.18 3.00 0.00 1.47

travel/trans UK&Ireland EI.19 44.17 15.24 60.98

travel/laying UK&Ireland EI.20 14.58 6.10 60.98

travel/comp UK&Ireland EI.21 0.00 3.05 60.98

joints/constr UK&Ireland EI.22 3.00 0.00 1.04

joints/nr UK&Ireland EI.23

interlayer/amount UK&Ireland EI.24 0.31 0.01 0.03
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DEGRADATION FACTORS - PROJECT VALUES

optimum - after construction

degradation_factor_name country factor nr value std-min std-max

temp/trans UK&Ireland EI.01 169.64 6.10 36.59

temp/laying UK&Ireland EI.02 158.85 4.88 42.68

temp/comp UK&Ireland EI.03 133.85 6.10 30.49

weather/temp_trans UK&Ireland EI.04

weather/wind_laying UK&Ireland EI.05 2.92 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_laying UK&Ireland EI.06 18.85 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_laying UK&Ireland EI.07 3.00 0.00 0.00

weather/wind_comp UK&Ireland EI.08 2.92 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_comp UK&Ireland EI.09 18.85 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_comp UK&Ireland EI.10 3.00 0.00 0.00

compaction/void UK&Ireland EI.11 0.03 0.61 2.74

compaction/nr UK&Ireland EI.12 5.75 0.00 2.44

equip/trans UK&Ireland EI.13 3.00 0.00 1.47

equip/laying UK&Ireland EI.14 3.00 0.00 1.77

equip/comp UK&Ireland EI.15 3.00 0.00 1.47

workman/trans UK&Ireland EI.16

workman/laying UK&Ireland EI.17 3.00 0.00 1.47

workman/comp UK&Ireland EI.18 3.00 0.00 1.47

travel/trans UK&Ireland EI.19 44.17 15.24 60.98

travel/laying UK&Ireland EI.20 5.00 0.00 2.99

travel/comp UK&Ireland EI.21

joints/constr UK&Ireland EI.22 3.00 0.00 1.04

joints/nr UK&Ireland EI.23

interlayer/amount UK&Ireland EI.24 0.31 0.01 0.03
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Netherlands 

 

DEGRADATION FACTORS - PROJECT VALUES

minimum - during contract phase

degradation_factor_name country factor nr value std-min std-max

temp/trans Netherlands N.01 178.64 6.10 36.59

temp/laying Netherlands N.02 129.84 4.88 42.68

temp/comp Netherlands N.03 92.90 6.10 30.49

weather/temp_trans Netherlands N.04

weather/wind_laying Netherlands N.05 27.17 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_laying Netherlands N.06 3.88 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_laying Netherlands N.07 2.00 0.00 0.00

weather/wind_comp Netherlands N.08 30.06 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_comp Netherlands N.09 2.61 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_comp Netherlands N.10 2.00 0.00 0.00

compaction/void Netherlands N.11 0.25 0.61 2.74

compaction/nr Netherlands N.12 2.89 0.00 2.44

equip/trans Netherlands N.13 1.00 0.00 1.47

equip/laying Netherlands N.14 1.00 0.00 1.77

equip/comp Netherlands N.15 1.00 0.00 1.47

workman/trans Netherlands N.16

workman/laying Netherlands N.17 1.00 0.00 1.47

workman/comp Netherlands N.18 1.00 0.00 1.47

travel/trans Netherlands N.19 126.67 15.24 60.98

travel/laying Netherlands N.20 101.25 6.10 60.98

travel/comp Netherlands N.21 29.00 3.05 60.98

joints/constr Netherlands N.22 1.00 0.00 1.04

joints/nr Netherlands N.23

interlayer/amount Netherlands N.24 0.00 0.01 0.03
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DEGRADATION FACTORS - PROJECT VALUES

minimum - after construction

degradation_factor_name country factor nr value std-min std-max

temp/trans Netherlands N.01 178.64 6.10 36.59

temp/laying Netherlands N.02 129.84 4.88 42.68

temp/comp Netherlands N.03 92.90 6.10 30.49

weather/temp_trans Netherlands N.04

weather/wind_laying Netherlands N.05 27.17 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_laying Netherlands N.06 3.88 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_laying Netherlands N.07 2.00 0.00 0.00

weather/wind_comp Netherlands N.08 30.06 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_comp Netherlands N.09 2.61 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_comp Netherlands N.10 2.00 0.00 0.00

compaction/void Netherlands N.11 0.25 0.61 2.74

compaction/nr Netherlands N.12 2.89 0.00 2.44

equip/trans Netherlands N.13 1.00 0.00 1.47

equip/laying Netherlands N.14 1.00 0.00 1.77

equip/comp Netherlands N.15 1.00 0.00 1.47

workman/trans Netherlands N.16

workman/laying Netherlands N.17 1.00 0.00 1.47

workman/comp Netherlands N.18 1.00 0.00 1.47

travel/trans Netherlands N.19 126.67 15.24 60.98

travel/laying Netherlands N.20 1.00 0.00 2.99

travel/comp Netherlands N.21

joints/constr Netherlands N.22 1.00 0.00 1.04

joints/nr Netherlands N.23

interlayer/amount Netherlands N.24 0.00 0.01 0.03
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DEGRADATION FACTORS - PROJECT VALUES

optimum - during contract phase

degradation_factor_name country factor nr value std-min std-max

temp/trans Netherlands N.01 156.67 6.10 36.59

temp/laying Netherlands N.02 148.89 4.88 42.68

temp/comp Netherlands N.03 132.50 6.10 30.49

weather/temp_trans Netherlands N.04

weather/wind_laying Netherlands N.05 3.23 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_laying Netherlands N.06 21.60 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_laying Netherlands N.07 3.00 0.00 0.00

weather/wind_comp Netherlands N.08 3.23 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_comp Netherlands N.09 21.60 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_comp Netherlands N.10 3.00 0.00 0.00

compaction/void Netherlands N.11 0.20 0.61 2.74

compaction/nr Netherlands N.12 6.51 0.00 2.44

equip/trans Netherlands N.13 3.00 0.00 1.47

equip/laying Netherlands N.14 3.00 0.00 1.77

equip/comp Netherlands N.15 3.00 0.00 1.47

workman/trans Netherlands N.16

workman/laying Netherlands N.17 3.00 0.00 1.47

workman/comp Netherlands N.18 3.00 0.00 1.47

travel/trans Netherlands N.19 38.11 15.24 60.98

travel/laying Netherlands N.20 20.00 6.10 60.98

travel/comp Netherlands N.21 1.88 3.05 60.98

joints/constr Netherlands N.22 3.00 0.00 1.04

joints/nr Netherlands N.23

interlayer/amount Netherlands N.24 0.32 0.01 0.03
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DEGRADATION FACTORS - PROJECT VALUES

optimum - after construction

degradation_factor_name country factor nr value std-min std-max

temp/trans Netherlands N.01 156.67 6.10 36.59

temp/laying Netherlands N.02 148.89 4.88 42.68

temp/comp Netherlands N.03 132.50 6.10 30.49

weather/temp_trans Netherlands N.04

weather/wind_laying Netherlands N.05 3.23 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_laying Netherlands N.06 21.60 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_laying Netherlands N.07 3.00 0.00 0.00

weather/wind_comp Netherlands N.08 3.23 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_comp Netherlands N.09 21.60 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_comp Netherlands N.10 3.00 0.00 0.00

compaction/void Netherlands N.11 0.20 0.61 2.74

compaction/nr Netherlands N.12 6.51 0.00 2.44

equip/trans Netherlands N.13 3.00 0.00 1.47

equip/laying Netherlands N.14 3.00 0.00 1.77

equip/comp Netherlands N.15 3.00 0.00 1.47

workman/trans Netherlands N.16

workman/laying Netherlands N.17 3.00 0.00 1.47

workman/comp Netherlands N.18 3.00 0.00 1.47

travel/trans Netherlands N.19 38.11 15.24 60.98

travel/laying Netherlands N.20 5.00 0.00 2.99

travel/comp Netherlands N.21

joints/constr Netherlands N.22 3.00 0.00 1.04

joints/nr Netherlands N.23

interlayer/amount Netherlands N.24 0.32 0.01 0.03
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Slovenia 

 

DEGRADATION FACTORS - PROJECT VALUES

minimum - during contract phase

degradation_factor_name country factor nr value std-min std-max

temp/trans Slovenia S.01 185.00 6.10 36.59

temp/laying Slovenia S.02 181.00 4.88 42.68

temp/comp Slovenia S.03 145.00 6.10 30.49

weather/temp_trans Slovenia S.04

weather/wind_laying Slovenia S.05 50.00 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_laying Slovenia S.06 36.00 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_laying Slovenia S.07 2.00 0.00 0.00

weather/wind_comp Slovenia S.08 50.00 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_comp Slovenia S.09 3.00 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_comp Slovenia S.10 2.00 0.00 0.00

compaction/void Slovenia S.11 7.50 0.61 2.74

compaction/nr Slovenia S.12 3.80 0.00 2.44

equip/trans Slovenia S.13 1.00 0.00 1.47

equip/laying Slovenia S.14 1.00 0.00 1.77

equip/comp Slovenia S.15 1.00 0.00 1.47

workman/trans Slovenia S.16

workman/laying Slovenia S.17 1.00 0.00 1.47

workman/comp Slovenia S.18 1.00 0.00 1.47

travel/trans Slovenia S.19 72.00 15.24 60.98

travel/laying Slovenia S.20 60.00 6.10 60.98

travel/comp Slovenia S.21 15.00 3.05 60.98

joints/constr Slovenia S.22 1.00 0.00 1.04

joints/nr Slovenia S.23

interlayer/amount Slovenia S.24 0.30 0.01 0.03
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DEGRADATION FACTORS - PROJECT VALUES

minimum - after construction

degradation_factor_name country factor nr value std-min std-max

temp/trans Slovenia S.01 185.00 6.10 36.59

temp/laying Slovenia S.02 181.00 4.88 42.68

temp/comp Slovenia S.03 145.00 6.10 30.49

weather/temp_trans Slovenia S.04

weather/wind_laying Slovenia S.05 50.00 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_laying Slovenia S.06 36.00 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_laying Slovenia S.07 2.00 0.00 0.00

weather/wind_comp Slovenia S.08 50.00 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_comp Slovenia S.09 3.00 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_comp Slovenia S.10 2.00 0.00 0.00

compaction/void Slovenia S.11 7.50 0.61 2.74

compaction/nr Slovenia S.12 3.80 0.00 2.44

equip/trans Slovenia S.13 1.00 0.00 1.47

equip/laying Slovenia S.14 1.00 0.00 1.77

equip/comp Slovenia S.15 1.00 0.00 1.47

workman/trans Slovenia S.16

workman/laying Slovenia S.17 1.00 0.00 1.47

workman/comp Slovenia S.18 1.00 0.00 1.47

travel/trans Slovenia S.19 72.00 15.24 60.98

travel/laying Slovenia S.20 1.00 0.00 2.99

travel/comp Slovenia S.21

joints/constr Slovenia S.22 1.00 0.00 1.04

joints/nr Slovenia S.23

interlayer/amount Slovenia S.24 0.30 0.01 0.03
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DEGRADATION FACTORS - PROJECT VALUES

optimum - during contract phase

degradation_factor_name country factor nr value std-min std-max

temp/trans Slovenia S.01 167.00 6.10 36.59

temp/laying Slovenia S.02 166.00 4.88 42.68

temp/comp Slovenia S.03 165.00 6.10 30.49

weather/temp_trans Slovenia S.04

weather/wind_laying Slovenia S.05 0.00 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_laying Slovenia S.06 25.00 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_laying Slovenia S.07 3.00 0.00 0.00

weather/wind_comp Slovenia S.08 0.00 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_comp Slovenia S.09 25.00 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_comp Slovenia S.10 3.00 0.00 0.00

compaction/void Slovenia S.11 4.50 0.61 2.74

compaction/nr Slovenia S.12 6.00 0.00 2.44

equip/trans Slovenia S.13 3.00 0.00 1.47

equip/laying Slovenia S.14 3.00 0.00 1.77

equip/comp Slovenia S.15 3.00 0.00 1.47

workman/trans Slovenia S.16

workman/laying Slovenia S.17 3.00 0.00 1.47

workman/comp Slovenia S.18 3.00 0.00 1.47

travel/trans Slovenia S.19 36.00 15.24 60.98

travel/laying Slovenia S.20 11.00 6.10 60.98

travel/comp Slovenia S.21 0.00 3.05 60.98

joints/constr Slovenia S.22 3.00 0.00 1.04

joints/nr Slovenia S.23

interlayer/amount Slovenia S.24 0.40 0.01 0.03
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DEGRADATION FACTORS - PROJECT VALUES

optimum - after construction

degradation_factor_name country factor nr value std-min std-max

temp/trans Slovenia S.01 167.00 6.10 36.59

temp/laying Slovenia S.02 166.00 4.88 42.68

temp/comp Slovenia S.03 165.00 6.10 30.49

weather/temp_trans Slovenia S.04

weather/wind_laying Slovenia S.05 0.00 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_laying Slovenia S.06 25.00 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_laying Slovenia S.07 3.00 0.00 0.00

weather/wind_comp Slovenia S.08 0.00 3.05 9.15

weather/temp_comp Slovenia S.09 25.00 1.83 4.27

weather/rain_comp Slovenia S.10 3.00 0.00 0.00

compaction/void Slovenia S.11 4.50 0.61 2.74

compaction/nr Slovenia S.12 6.00 0.00 2.44

equip/trans Slovenia S.13 3.00 0.00 1.47

equip/laying Slovenia S.14 3.00 0.00 1.77

equip/comp Slovenia S.15 3.00 0.00 1.47

workman/trans Slovenia S.16

workman/laying Slovenia S.17 3.00 0.00 1.47

workman/comp Slovenia S.18 3.00 0.00 1.47

travel/trans Slovenia S.19 36.00 15.24 60.98

travel/laying Slovenia S.20 5.00 0.00 2.99

travel/comp Slovenia S.21

joints/constr Slovenia S.22 3.00 0.00 1.04

joints/nr Slovenia S.23 3.00

interlayer/amount Slovenia S.24 0.40 0.01 0.03
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1 Introduction 

This manual is written to support the computer model that is developed within the 
CONSISTEND project for optimization of lifespan of asphalt. This tool is prediction model 
that determines the effect of construction processes and quality control on the service 
lifetime of pavements in a more objective way. The resulting tool will provide contractors and 
road authorities with the information to build a business case or asses proposals in a Most 
Economic Attractive Tender (MEAT) assessment process. 
 
The influence of the individual construction parameters on the service life of pavements, (the 
input of the prediction model) is based on probabilistic processing of expert opinions. The 
model uses expert opinion concerning the average lifespan of asphalt pavements and 
accompanying circumstances as a starting point.  
 
Given the actual project circumstances and quality control strategies during construction, the 
mean value of the lifespan and the uncertainty can be updated.  
 
This manual will help you to work with the computer program, the Tool for optimization of 
lifespan of asphalt. The following steps are described in this manual:  

• Running the tool 
• Input sheet 
• Calculation 
• Results 

In chapter 6 the background information for running is described. 
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2 Running the tool 

 
To run the tool the following instructions need to be taken: 

1. Copy the zip file “Country’s name2” to a local directory. Make sure there are no 
blanks/spaces in the path- or filenames. (‘my documents’ is NOT a good folder to 
install, as this contains a blank between ‘my’ and ‘documents’…) 

2. Unzip the file. 
3. Run MCRInstaller.exe to install ‘Matlab Compiler Runtime’. This file can be found 

in the ‘Install’ folder. The model uses a Matlab code that has been converted to 
run from excel. This file can be considered ‘Matlab – reader’ and is needed to run 
this version of the tool. No Matlab license is required. 

Figure G1:  Installing MCRinstaller.exe (steps 1 to 3) 
 

 

 

                                                
2 In this project three versions of the model are made for different countries :a) UK_and_Ireland, b) 
Netherlands, c) Slovenia. 
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4. Restart the computer after installation of the Matlab Compiler Runtime’.  
5. Go to your local directory folder and run the actual model from the folder of your 

“Country’s name”. The actual model runs from an excel file called: CON-INPUT-
PROJECT-0000.v2.xlsm. Double click on the icon to open this file. See also figure 
F2. 

6. The model is ready to be used.   
 

Figure G2 : Opening the actual model (step 5) 
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3 The tool 

The tool consists is an excel file containing two different sheets. 
1. User Input sheet  
2. Output sheet 

 

  

Figure G3 : View of the tool consisting of two excel sheets 
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3.1 Input  

The input sheet starts with a short introduction to explain the purpose of the tool. Below the 
introduction box, the calculate button is inserted. Before you can run the model, the input 
parameters should be inserted.  
This model is developed for several countries and different surface layers. In ‘2.1 General’, 
the information per country and the applicable surface course is mentioned. The tool will 
calculate with data gathered for this countries and this specific surface layer.  
The user can define a basic project as well, by entering the length of the project. This tool 
can be used during the contract phase of the project or for the evaluation after construction. 
 
 

  

Figure G4:  Selecting the evaluation phase 
 

3.1.1 During contract phase 
During the contract phase, no actual measurements are available that can help define the 
probability distributions of project values of the degradation factors. The user is asked to 
enter an estimation of the mean project value of the degradation factor into the model. 
Additionally, the user is asked to indicate which quality control method will be used during the 
construction process. 
 
Below the general input, the conditions during transport, laying and construction are listed in 
(2.2). 
In the left column (column B) the degradation factors are listed. In column C estimated 
values (blue text) have to be filled in by the user of the tool. These values are project related. 
You are only able to change the values in cells with blue values.  
If you choose a value out of the range of the experts opinion, you will see the blue text 
turning red and a message is displayed in the adjacent cell informing you the value should be 
between two given values (see figure F5). In column D the units of the parameters are given. 
 
Scrolling down, below the conditions during transport, laying and construction, the quality 
control methods can be selected (2.3). In column B the construction phases are mentioned, 
as in column C the expected quality control method can be selected for a drop down list box. 
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Figure G5: User input sheet during contract phase 
 

3.1.2 After construction  
After construction of the road, information from the applied quality control methods is 
available. The user is asked to enter this information into the model (mean value and 
standard deviation). This defines the probability distribution for each of the degradation 
factors. 
 
Below the general input the conditions during transport, laying and construction are listed in 
(2.2). 
In the left column (column B) the degradation factors are listed. In column C the real values 
(blue text) during construction have to be filled in by the user of the tool.  
If you choose a value out of range of the experts opinion, you will see the blue text turning 
red and a message is displayed in the adjacent cell informing you the value should be 
between two given values.  
 
The values in column B can be based on multiple measurements and it is possible to enter 
the measured standard deviation of the value inserted in column E.  
If the standard deviation is not measured, enter a ‘x’. When entering the ‘x’ text appears in 
column F, asking the user to fill in the quality control measure in (2.3). The quality control 
methods used can be selected by using the drop down list in column D (see figure F6). 
 

Column B Column C Column D 
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Figure G6 : User input sheet after construction 
 
Some of the degradation factor are not relevant for evaluation after construction and are 
blanked. The list in column B after construction differs slightly from the list during contract 
phase, see Annex A. 

3.1.3 Running the model 
When the all values of the conditions during transport laying and compaction (2.2) are given 
and the quality control methods used (2.3) are selected, the lifespan calculations can be 
performed by clicking on the ‘calculate’ button.  
The tool will calculate with the data gathered for the specific country and the specific surface 
layer from the expert opinions together with the manually inserted data (project related data) 
from the user: the user input. The program needs a few seconds to calculate the results. The 
results are presented in the output sheet, which appears automatically.   
  

Column B Column C Column D 

Column E 

Column D 
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3.2 Output  

The tool presents the model results; the mean expected lifespan and its minimum (20% 
lower boundary) and maximum expected lifespan (80% upper boundary) in the output sheet. 
The results are supported by a graph. Your project related input is presented in blue and the 
red lines present the general input given by the experts (see chapter 4 for the explanation). 
 

 

Figure F7 : Presentation of the results 
 
Below the model results the user input is summarized. 
 

3.3 Saving the results  

A this moment the tool can only run a calculation with this the file “CON-INPUT-PROJECT-
0000_v2.xlsm”. If you would like to run a new calculation but, you would like to save the input 
and results of your first calculation, it can be saved by giving the file a new name, e.g. 
“PROJECTNAME-scenarioA.xlsm”. This file cannot be used for running a new calculation. A 
new scenario can be made by reopening the file “CON-INPUT-PROJECT-0000_v2.xlsm”.  
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4 Background information 

The objective of CONSISTEND project is to develop of a tool to assess the impact of the 
construction process quality on the performance of pavements and its implementation in 
tenders. 
 

The CONSISTEND project consists of 5 Work packages. The model is built is Work package 2 and 
input for the model is gathered in Work package 1 and Work package 3. In work package 4, the model 
is tested in practise and Work package 5 is project management. In Figure 8 the outline of the 
project is presented. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project 

management 

[Work package 
5] 

  

Figure G8:  Outline of the CONSISTEND project 
 
The tool calculates the lifespan of the pavement by the user input and some background 
information.  
 
This background information is gathered by literature study and from expert opinions. 
 

A. Literature on degradation factors and quality control methods 

The degradation factors during transport laying and compaction of pavements are 
inventoried. This inventory is done by literature review and discussions with partners. More 
information on this inventory can be found in ‘WP1-Report 1.1a: Literature Review Milestone 
1.1’. 
 
Another inventory has taken place on the quality control (QC) methods available in Europe. 
For developing this model a selection of the most common QC methods has been made. For 
each of these selected QC method a spread on the accuracy of the method is determined 
from literature and interviewing producers and users of the quality control measures. 
This spread indicates how consistent the measurement is. For example, when asphalt is 
being transported under normal conditions, the temperature varies between 100 and 190 ⁰C. 
When using a quality control method to control the temperature, it will reduce the variations 
in temperature. In figure G9this example is presented graphically. 
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Figure G9:  Visual presentation of the bandwidth on input data 
 
In the tool, each quality control method is defined with a certain bandwidth and this 
bandwidth will be plotted over the user input data. When the evaluation after construction is 
carried out, it is also possible to enter your measured standard deviation,   
In ‘WP3-Report on applicability and quantified influence on quality control 
Deliverable D3.1’ more information about the quality control methods and the data that is 
integrated in the tool can be found. 
 

B. Expert opinions  

Expert opinions are used to calculated the lifespan of the surface course. 
- Experts are asked to give: 

o The average lifespan of an asphalt surface layer (HRA 35/14 F surf 40/60 
material composition, ZOAB0/16+, AC 11 surf B 50/70) 

o The minimum lifespan of an asphalt surface layer (HRA 35/14 F surf 40/60 
material composition, ZOAB0/16+, AC 11 surf B 50/70) 

o The maximum lifespan of an asphalt surface layer (HRA 35/14 F surf 40/60 
material composition, ZOAB0/16+, AC 11 surf B 50/70) 
 

- For each degradation factor, experts are asked to give the most optimal condition and 
the possible range of the condition. This is done by filling in a questionnaire. The 
results of the questionnaire are given in ‘WP1-Report 1.1b: Industry Feedback 
Milestone 1.3’. The values given by the experts are used to build the model. 

 
In Work package 2, the model is developed. More detailed background information and the 
development of the tool can be found in WP2 - Report 2.1: Description of tool. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


